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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background of the Investigation 

The selection of colors or the basis of the func

tion and preference of the individuals living in the en

vironment is a neglected process. Many things are planned, 

but the colors of the everyday environment are left to 

chance. Much more knowledge and planning are needed in 

this area to give an understanding of the effects produced 

by the colors used. During all of life, people are sur

rounded by colors, and they are of vital importance. Colors 

dramatically influence homes, schools, places of work, 

factories, offices, hospitals, and public places. But how 

many of the colors used are planned to suit the function? 

The solution to creating the agreeable environment 

must respect art as well as science. What the architect 

and interior designer need are knowledge and control so they 

may direct their efforts in a sure and competent manner. 

The functionally right environment of the future will demand 

adequate biological lighting, temperature, and noise control, 

efficient traffic regulation and space relationships, colors 

and color effects that counteract monotony meaningfully be

yond beauty alone. In a world facing problems of ecology. 



over-population and all the attendant social ills, it is 

of greater priority to create habitable spaces for the masses 

rather than drawing rooms for the few. The interior de

signer today must have a thorough understanding of lighting, 

engineering, history, anthropology and psychology. With 

these tools he may begin to think of solving the problems 

of living, reacting people with specific regard to their 

sociological and environmental requirements. 

It naturally follows that the designing of interiors 

must then be the inspiration of great originality and vari

ety, for it acquires shades of expression as diverse as 

those that compose the human character. The facts of color 

aesthetics, for the most part, comprise only simple con

sistencies derived from the results of systematically de

signed experiments. The full groundwork has not yet been 

provided for color preference studies which eventually 

should deal directly with the total aesthetic experience 

in the complicated settings found in everyday life and just 

how these preferences relate to furnishing purchases made. 

Laboratory studies have mostly employed the proce

dure in which an observer reports the impression or effect 

produced on him by an object presented to him. In a pro

longed experiment, dealing with isolated objects, the ob

server's attitude may become that of a critic who must 

evaluate the merits of the object presented. His responres 

may become cool and matter-of-fact, with very little feeling. 



He may make a report more about the object than his own 

affective state or his total aesthetic experience. As more 

complex objects in everyday surroundings are investigated, 

more and more feeling may be required in the observer's re

sponse. 

Studies in the area of complex objects in everyday 

surroundings have been conducted by Mary Charlton. She 

found strong reactions of satisfactions and dissatisfactions 

expressed with regard to built-in color in homes (colors 

actually a part of the house or structure) (Charlton, 1965). 

However, such color preferences must now be com

pared to purchases made of interior furnishings. During 

the fall semester of 1971, the graduate students in Art 5321, 

a seminar studying the interior furnishings industry under 

the direction of Dr. Richard Henton, conducted a survey in 

the form of a questionnaire of furniture manufacturers 

across the country. This study was designed to determine 

recent marketing trends in selected areas of the furnishings 

industry including company information, style production, 

materials (structural materials, textiles and color) and 

shipping. 

In formulating hypotheses with special regard to the 

section on color in the Furniture Manufacturers Survey, it 

was assumed that distinctions and judgements could be made 

regarding best selling colors and color combinations as 

perceived by the questionnaire respondents. Hypotheses were 

stated in such a manner to correspond to individual color 



preferences as found to exist by such authorities as Faber 

Birren, M. E. Clarkson, and H. J. Eysenck. Assuming the 

many studies made on absolute color preference were valid, 

it would seem, since the findings of the questionnaire in

dicated that best selling colors did not correspond to 

predicted color preferences, people do not purchase interior 

furnishings upholstered or finished in the colors they say 

they like best. 

Purpose of the Study 

This study is designed to determine absolute color 

preferences as well as purchase choices in interior furnish

ings made on the basis of color. Color will be the only 

variable in making the purchase decision; furniture style 

and fabric type will be held constant. A comparison will 

then be made of the color preference and the purchase choice. 

Such an analysis should primarily reveal whether or not 

people would purchase interior furnishings upholstered or 

finished in the colors they say they like best. Therefore, 

it is the purpose of this study to conclude whether or not 

people would purchase interior furnishings upholstered or 

finished in colors they indicate they most prefer. 

Hypotheses 

The research hypotheses presented below are stated 

in a manner which incorporates the theoretical direction of 

dependency. Through a statistical analysis of the secondary 



research hypotheses, it is hoped to establish an intuitive 

base for support or rejection of the primary research hy

pothesis. 

Primary Research Hypothesis - People do not purchase 

interior furnishings upholstered or finished in colors they 

indicate they most prefer. 

Secondary Research Hypotheses 

Research Hypothesis I 

Respondents reporting their most preferred hue the 

same as that found to be preferred in the literature (blue, 

red or green) will purchase interior furnishings upholstered 

or finished in a hue other than that listed as preferred in 

the literature. 

Research Hypothesis II 

Respondents reporting pure colors as their most pre

ferred colors will purchase interior furnishings upholstered 

or finished in modified colors. 

Research Hypothesis III 

Respondents reporting a preference for large areas 

of color to be in light tints of color will purchase large 

pieces of interior furnishings upholstered or finished in 

dark shades of color. 



Research Hypothesis IV 

Respondents reporting their most preferred color 

combination the same as that found to be preferred in the 

literature (red and blue, blue and green, or red and green) 

will purchase interior furnishings upholstered or finished 

in a color combination other than that listed as preferred 

in the literature. 

Research Hypothesis V 

Respondents reporting a preference for color com

binations consisting of a light variation of color derived 

from a full color that is normally light and a dark varia

tion of color derived from a full color that is normally 

dark will purchase interior furnishings upholstered or 

finished in color combinations consisting of a light varia

tion of color derived from a full color that is normally 

dark and a dark variation of color derived from a full color 

that is normally light. 

Research Hypothesis VI 

Respondents reporting a preference for color com

binations in which one color dominates the color combina

tion will purchase interior furnishings upholstered or 

finished in a balanced color combination. 



Research Design 

To achieve the objectives of this study a research 

questionnaire will be devised to obtain specific demographic 

information about the respondent. His absolute color pref

erence and color purchase choice in interior furnishings, 

which will be elicited from a collection of colored swatches 

and fabric samples made up by this researcher, will also be 

recorded on the same questionnaire form. The presentation 

will be made in two parts. The first part of the presenta

tion will consist of color swatches—as similar as possible 

in intensity and value as those colors of the fabric samples 

shown in part two of the presentation. Certain color swatches 

will be the same hue as the fabric samples. Each pairing 

will show two swatches of color and the respondent will be 

asked, "Which of these colors do you prefer?" The second 

part will consist of pairs of fabric samples suitable as in

terior furnishings upholstery fabric. Each pair of fabric 

samples will be of the same fabric—color will be the only 

variable. When viewing each pairing of samples, the respon

dent will be asked, "In which upholstery fabric would you 

purchase the piece of furniture described to you?" 

A comparison will then be made of responses to each 

part of the presentation to determine if the respondent 

would, indeed, purchase interior furnishings in the colors 

for which he has expressed a preference. 
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The group of respondents will consist of students, 

both male and female, attending Texas Tech University, 

faculty members at Texas Tech, and members of various 

women's clubs in Lubbock, Texas. 

Research Analysis 

A test of secondary research hypotheses in each in

stance will involve an analysis of the preference variable 

to the purchase variable to determine if, indeed, a relation

ship exists. This will be undertaken through the analysis 

of 2 X 2 contingency tables. Each table will be submitted 

to a chi-square analysis to determine whether the null hy

pothesis (the assumption that there is no relationship 

between any of the methods of classification) will be ac

cepted or rejected. The research hypotheses stated pre

viously will be held not to be true when the null hypothesis 

is accepted, and held to be true when the null hypothesis 

is rejected and an alternative hypothesis is therefore ac

cepted, provided the theoretical direction of dependency 

is confirmed from direct observation of data. 

The dichotomous variable of color preference will 

occupy the row positions in the 2 x 2 contingency tables 

while the dichotomous variable of color purchase will occupy 

the column positions. The 2 x 2 contingency table cell 

values will be determined only from the data gathered from 

respondents to the research questionnaire. Since 2 x 2 

contingency tables will be used to evaluate tha hypotheses. 



the following simplified chi-square formula will be used in 

all cases: 

_2 N(ad-bc)^ 
^ ~ (a+b) (c+d) (a+c) (b+d) 

where N is the total size of the sample, and a, b, c, and 

d are the four cell values in the table as follows: 

a+b 

c+d 

a+c b+d 

This formula will eliminate computation of the expected cell 

values. Each derived chi-square value will be compared to 

the critical chi-square value at one degree of freedom (since 

all 2 x 2 contingency tables display but one degree of free

dom) and at the 0.05 level of significance (Ferber, 1949). 

Limitations of the Study 

While it is the purpose of this study to determine 

the color preferences and purchase choices of interior 

furnishings based on color as indicated by instrument re

sponses, and then to compare these two sets of responses in 

order to determine whether or not people would purchase in

terior furnishings upholstered or finished in colors they 

indicate they most prefer, it is not the purpose of this 

study to make conclusions as to why people would or would 

not purchase furnishings in their most preferred colors. 
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In addition, no assumption will be made that color prefer

ences should relate directly to purchase choices of interior 

furnishings. Because purchase choices in this study will 

be made in theory only (no actual purchase of interior 

furnishings will be made), it is not deemed necessary to 

relate the theoretical purchases of this study to best sell

ing colors. Finally, statistically supported conclusions 

will apply only to those respondents being studied by this 

researcher. However, some general inferences can possibly 

be made for a population at large. 

Significance of the Problem 

Because very little groundwork has been provided 

for relating the purchase of interior furnishings to color 

preferences, it is deemed imperative by this researcher to 

gather evidence which will help in understanding this rela

tionship. With an insight into the relationship existing 

between color preferences and interior furnishings purchases, 

the furniture manufacturer could more accurately forecast 

the best selling colors for interior furnishings after hav

ing surveyed the color preferences of his market area. 

The relationship between preferences and purchases 

should also be of interest to the psychologist as a further 

aid to understanding the complexities of human actions. 

Perhaps he would be able to speculate why the relationship 

exists in the manner it does. Similarly, the sociologist 
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should find the behavioral aspect of this decision-making 

process of benefit to his work. 

To the interior designer, understanding the rela

tionship between color preferences and interior furnishings 

purchases would be invaluable in creating the more perfectly 

agreeable environment which will be harmonious to the com

plex personalities of those who will inhabit that living 

space. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The concepts represented by the word "color" are 

and have always been many and varied. Color has, therefore, 

been discussed from several viewpoints. Aristotle's scien

tifically physical statement regarding color is character

istic of attitudes prevalent during his time. "Simple 

colors are the proper colors of the elements, i.e. of fire, 

water, and earth" (Mueller, 1966). They owed their origin 

to "different strengths of sunlight and firelight," 

(Mueller, 1966) a belief that was held for some eighteen 

centuries. It was Newton, however, who in 1666 felt justi

fied in concluding that white light is not simple, but is 

composed of many rays which the prism can separate (Mueller, 

1966) . 

When one thinks of color in terms of people, of 

human experience and sensation, there is little need to dis

cuss matters of physics and chemistry. Color, like the 

senses, has its physical origin in some sort of stimulation. 

Being a sensation, the human or psychological interpretations 

produced by color rather than wave lengths or molecules of 

atoms are what could concern those who use color. As an 

interior designer, the author has therefore delimited the 

scope of this review of the literature to the psychological 

aspects of color. 

12 
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Research in Color Psychology 

Color as a purely psychological attitude, personal 

sensation rather than physical energy, was slow in arriv

ing. Until the early part of the nineteenth century, the 

traditional approach to aesthetics (whether of color, music, 

or something else) was philosophical and deductive. Tradi

tionally the approach to aesthetics involved philosophical 

treatises that started with general principles on which 

there was no general agreement and attempted to deduce rules 

of art which were seldom accepted or capable of universal 

application. 

There is as yet no extensive scientific knowledge 

about how colors affect people. Science, being quite ob

jective in its viewpoint, has not always acknowledged the 

fact that, despite the composition of bone, tissue and the 

atomic structure of all matter, there is a vast difference 

between a dead man and a live one. Color, of all phenomena, 

has needed the live approach. Some start, however, has been 

made in the experimental determination of the basic facts 

of color aesthetics. 

In the middle of the nineteenth century, James 

Clerk Maxwell, a celebrated physicist, wrote, "The science 

of color must . . . be regarded as a mental science" 

(Mueller, 1966). This attitude adopted by many scientists 

marked the beginning of the pure psychological investiga

tion of color. The aesthetic significance of color is 
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generally recognized in everyday life, but many scientists 

are skeptical regarding the capacity of color stimuli to 

evoke affective responses of excitement, depression, plea

sure, or other emotions, moods and feelings. The reality 

of affective responses to visual stimuli, however, is not 

questioned because such responses are often of the most 

violent and unmistakable nature (Woodworth, 1954). 

Flechner, the founder of psychophysics, felt an em

pirical science of aesthetics was needed, not to replace 

but to supplement the more philosophical treatises. He 

felt aesthetics should be approached by gathering facts and 

working inductively toward principles as in any empirical 

science. Aesthetic knowledge, experimentally established, 

has been limited to relatively simple facts; but these are 

at least clear and, when confirmed by other experimenters, 

are relatively accepted. When investigating aesthetic prob

lems by experimental techniques, basic studies have first 

been made of individual likes and dislikes, choices and 

preferences (Newhall, 1953). 

Color Preferences 

Single Colors 

Many authoritative tests have been made on human 

color preferences. As a means of giving some order to the 

matter of color choice, consideraticn has first been given 

to the reaction of infants. Some authorities declare that 

touch and form are dominant in infants and that real love 
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for color does not become evident until well after the 

second year. Then, color perception begins to rival form 

perception. R. Staples exposed disk^ to infants and mea

sured duration of visual concentration. Infants looked 

longer at bright colors--than- aî .dull tones. Their favorites, 

judged^by certain eye fixations and reajching efforts, were 

red and yellow. Apparently infants are most attracted to 

br i gh tnes sand richness of hue (Staples, 1931). 

C. W. Valentine exposed colored yarns two at a time 

to three month old babies and measured the length of time 

each skein was given attention. Infants stared longest at 

yellow, then white, pink, and red. Least attention was 

paid toi black, green, blue, and violet (Valentine, 1968) . 

At six months a baby may be able to distinguish 

primary colors. As he matures he will continue to be in

trigued by colors and will be more sensitive to color than 

to form. David Katz reported an experiment on color-form 

aV straction among children from three to five years of age. 

They were given a number of red triangles and green disks 

and asked to select those which were the "same" as a red 

disk. The children did not hesitate to group red triangles 

with red disks, considering "sameness" as a matter of color 

rather than form. With older children and adults, the same 

test was too ambiguous and confusing perhaps because of a 

mo re advanced appreciation of shape and form (Katz, 1935). 
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All colors are not alike in their appeal or influence, 

Small children preferring red in the use of-paints and cray

ons usually indicates a free and spontaneous nature. Blue 

and black indicates more self-control and the repression of 

omotion. Green shows balance of disposition and an uncom

plicated nature, whereas yellow seems to indicate infantile 

traits and dependence on adults (Birren, 1967). 

Aesthetic preferences for colors produced by single 

isolated objects have been studied extensively, mostly with 

reflecting samples of moderate size and relatively high 

saturation, such as chromatic papers a few square inches in 

area that produce typical red, orange, yellow, green, blue, 

and violet use responses (O'Neil, 1960). In general, most 

human responses are influenced by a variety of natural and 

acquired factors; it is impossible to avoid response modifi

cations due to training and experience. Acquired responses 

due to training and experience are just as real as natural 

(inborn) responses. Misunderstanding about the reality of 

acquired responses accounts for some of the skepticism of 

certain scientists regarding the reality of affective re

sponses to color in general (Clarkson, 1950). Degree of 

color preference varies because of differences in affective 

sensitivity to colors (age, sex, nationality, creed) as 

well as because of differences in the colors themselves 

(Hevner, 1937). Many studies compiled by Clarkson are 

representative of these differences in affective sensitivity 

(Clarkson, 1950). 
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H. J. Eysenck tabulated massive research dealing 

with 21,060 individual color preferences. Blue ranked 

first, then red, green, violet, orange, and yellow. In a 

similar tabulation considering sex differences, the order 

was the same, except men put orange in fifth place and 

yellow in sixth while women put yellow in fifth and orange 

in sixth (Eysenck, 1941). 

The following list of research facts represents a 

summary of conclusions drawn from the many color preference 

studies conducted since the turn of the century. 

1. In absolute choice, pure, rich colors are 
generally preferred to modified ones. 

2. The three most preferred hues are blue, red, 
and green; the three least preferred are violet, orange, 
and yellow. All intermediate or mixed hues are not 
particularly favored. 

3. One value of a color is not necessarily equiv
alent in pleasantness to another value of the same 
color. Every region in the spectrum has its most 
favored example. 

4. Although different backgrounds affect the 
visual aspect of colors, this does not seem to in
fluence color preference rankings. 

5. The major interest of people is pure color. 
This quality is usually more dominant than white
ness, blackness, or grayness in a color. Modified 
tints and shades follow the same general order of 
preference as for pure colors. 

6. Saturated or pure colors appear to be best 
liked in small areas. In large areas a preference 
is indicated for lighter tints. 

7. Colors tend to appear stronger as their 
areas increase. Judgments of value or lightness 
remain fairly constant regardless of area. 

f 
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8. Women are more inclined to be tolerant of 
modified colors than men, who tend to be more loyal 
to vividness. J. P. Guilford writes, "It would ap
pear that both men and women prefer the lighter 
colors to the darker, and that this tendency is 
stronger for women than for men, and that both pre
fer the more saturated to the less saturated, the 
effect of chroma being felt more strongly by the 
men" (Guilford, 1934). 

9. There is some evidence to two distinct sys
tems of color preference, one being more primitive 
than the other. Certain people prefer saturated 
colors and others prefer softer tints and shades. 

10. "On the average, agreement between rankings 
of colors is as high as agreement between tests of 
intelligence (Eysenck, 1941). 

Results of studies on preferences for single colors 

are limited and conclusions must therefore be qualified. 

Results of such studies are expressed as averages and not 

as single reactions in single individuals at particular 

moments of time. Therefore, predictions may hold only for 

viewing and judging conditions comparable to those under 

which the results were obtained. Predictions are also based 

on the assumption that all other factors affecting pref

erences were held constant. It is possible, but needs to 

be demonstrated experimentally, that important everyday 

factors which may affect preferences for single colors do 

not entirely overshadow the sheer attributes of colors as 

determiners of pleasure derived from color. Finally, all 

conclusions regarding preference for single colors are based 

on the assumption that the affective value of color depends 

directly on hue, value, and intensity (Burnham, 1963). 
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Color Combinations 

When two or more color stimuli in neighboring areas 

produce a pleasant affective response, they are said to 

produce color harmony. The facts of color harmony are few 

since facts derived from the results of controlled experi

ments and comparatively few investigations have been reported 

in this area. 

In working with children, M. Imada found color pref-

ence was not haphazard even though good discrimination was 

not highly developed. Given black crayons, the children 

were inclined to draw inanimate objects such as buildings 

and vehicles. When given colored crayons, the same children 

attempted more inspired creations such as human beings, ani

mals, and plants. Red with yellow and red with blue were 

favored combinations (Birren, 1961). In similar experiments 

Ann Van Nice Gale found yellow popular in combination with 

red-violet or blue. The combination of blue and green was 

also favored. Contrast was more exciting to the children 

than analogy or subtlety (Birren, 1961). 

In testing adults, using colored lights thrown on a 

screen, William E. Walton and Beulah M. Morrison found the 

red and blue combination highest in ranking, then blue and 

green, red and green, clear and blue, amber and blue, aitiber 

and green, red and amber, with clear and amber last (Wal

ton, 1931). J. F. Dashiell and W. E. Walton have substan

tiated that sensitivity to color har̂ iony develops by 
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experience as a function of age up through adolescence and 

that there are sex differences in the appeal of certain 

color combinations (Dashiell, 1917). 

Among the most prolific investigators in the area 

of color combinations is J. P. Guilford. As to harmonious 

combinations he writes, "There is some evidence that either 

very small or very large differences in hue give more pleas

ing results than do medium differences. This tendency is 

much stronger for women than for men" (Guilford, 1931). 

Guilford has also determined through research that where 

the choice is between grayish tones and pure hues, the pure 

hues will be preferred. Where the choice is between dark 

tones and light tones, the light tones will be preferred 

(Guilford, 1931). 

I. H. Godlove has noted a "natural order" for color 

combinations. When light and dark variations of different 

hues are combined, the appearance is best when the light 

variation is derived from a full color that is normally 

light, and the dark variation derived from a full color 

that is normally dark. Therefore, pale green looks better 

with dark blue than pale blue looks with dark green. As 

full colors, blue is deeper than green (Birren, 1961). 

The law of affective combination as proposed by 

Geissler states that the affective value of a combination 

of colors is highly dependent on the affective values of 

the component color (Geissler, 1917). There are exceptions 
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to the law of affective combination due to special art train

ing and simply to the role played by form or configuration. 

This law holds for achromatic as well as chromatic colors 

and does not require the affective values of the components 

in a combination to be simply additive (Washburn, 1921). 

In complex color combinations, even though they are 

abstract, the composition of the pattern carries greater 

weight than the associated colors in the determination of 

affective value. Sharma, in a study of 205 staff members 

of the Indian Statistical Institute, found that cwo-color 

combinations are preferred to three-color combinations and 

that these preferences are influencec by designs of certain 

types (Sharma, 1962). 

The sophistication and attitude of the observer be

come increasingly important in the determination of the af

fective response in such combinations. xAn attempt to eval

uate aesthetic patterns, t-\sed on Fechner's principle of 

"order in complexity" is shown in Birkhoff's aesthetic mea

sure (Birkhoff, 1933). 

Expert opinion on color harmony, as contrasted with 

specific investigation, has been expressed in many books. 

Contradictions m opinion, of course, are frequerxt but there 

are some generz^liy accepted principles of color harmony that 

have withstood che test of time. Thone principles, as com

piled by D. B. Judd, are not scientifically verified but do 

represent the best guides to selectinq pleasing onibinations 

of color stimuli. 
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Principle of Order—Color harmony results from 
colors selected according to an orderly plan which 
can be recognized and affectively responded to. 

Principle of Familiarity—Of two similar color 
combinations, the one that will be most harmonious 
is the one most familiar to the observer. 

Principle of Similarity—Any group of colors 
will be harmonious if, and to the degree that, the 
colors have a common aspect or attribute. 

Principle of Unambiquity—Color harmony can only 
be achieved by a combination of colors whose plan of 
selection is unambiguously evident. (Corollary of 
Principle of Order) (Judd, 1955). 

Analysis of color harmony is usually based on rep

resenting colors by uniformly spaced points in a homogeneous, 

isotropic color space, so that relationships may be accu

rately described and more easily understood. The Munsell 

Book of Color may be used as a reference to uniform color 

spacing because it shows uniformly spaced scales for hue, 

value, and chroma in daylight illumination (Munsell, 1966). 

The Color Harmony Manual (Container Corporation) has impor

tant advantages in engineering color harmonies (Birren, 

1961) . 

Derived Reactions to Colors 

There are several aspects of color that are not 

primarily affective but do possess aesthetic interest and 

are similar in the sense that they are derived reactions to 

color. Apparent warmth, coolness, weight, and size are 

derived reactions to color. Experimental studies show that 

hue, more than brightness and saturation, contributes to 
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impressions of warmth or coolness (Collins, 1924). S. M. 

Newhall's investigation of three hundred people who judged 

fifty equispaced Munsell hue samples and revealed a sharp 

"warmest" maximum for orange samples, but "coolest" ranged 

through the blues and greens (Newhall, 1941). 

There are also studies on the apparent weight of 

colors which show that dark colors appear "heavy" and light 

colors less "heavy" (Bullough, 1908). Gundlack demonstrated 

that lighter objects look larger than darker objects of the 

same dimensions (Gundlach, 1931). Older views with respect 

to the effect of color on apparent distance have been more 

recently reinterpreted by Pillsbury and Schaefer. They 

find that it is often true that red-appearing surfaces "ad

vance" and blue-appearing surfaces "recede". The most ef

fective stimulus basis, however, may be luminance rather 

than hue (Pillsbury, 1937). 

Racial Type 

Color preference due to racial type as determined 

by predominance of sunlight has been documented by several 

authors. E. R. Jaensch notes the difference in predomin

ance of sunlight in tropical regions as compared to polar 

regions. Intense light requires sun adaptation or "red-

sightedness" which may be accompanied by strong pigmentation 

on the foveal area of the retina. "Red-sighted" persons 

are typically brunets (Latins) and have a natural prefer

ence for red and all warm hues. Blonds, however, from the 
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more polar regions (Scandinavian types) are "green-sighted" 

and have a natural preference for blue and green. In gen

eral, Jaensch states that brunets prefer red and colors of 

strong chroma and blonds like blue and soft tones (Jaensch, 

1935). 

Sunlight rather than temperature seems to be the 

significant regulator of color preference. There seems to 

be valid justification, therefore, for the variation of 

color preferences from one part of a country to another. 

Where sunlight is abundant, the desired colors are strong, 

rich, and frequently brilliant whether in northern or 

southern latitudes. Where sunlight is more scarce, the de

sired colors are softer, duller, and a greater preference 

for blue is found (Jaensch, 1935). 

Emotional Reactions 

General Associations 

The curious power of colors to influence human moods 

is well recognized by most authorities. However, due to 

the emotional quality of color, most authority in its use 

has been left to those who have an aesthetic attitude. 

Color, however, must not be a matter that concerns beauty 

alone. Today color is being engineered, in the true sense 

of the word, to perform an exact and definite function in 

improving the health, morale, and security of the individual 
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Many researchers in the psychiatric field have 

pointed out interesting and basic facts concerning emotional 

responses to color. The Rorschach test for example indicates 

an emotionally responsive person will react quite freely to 

color in general. An emotionally inhibited person may be 

shocked or embarrassed by the intrusion of color into his 

inner life. The rigid, emotionally indifferent type may re

main unaffected. In general it may be said the outward, 

gregarious person likes color—warm colors in particular; 

while the inward, introvert may favor cool colors but may 

also be unenthusiastic about any colors for that matter 

(Bohm, 1958). 

The following remarks by Dr. Maria Rickers-

Ovsiankina are pertinent to the emotional significance of 

color. 

Finally Jaensch, quite independently, again 
reached the same dichotomy of red yellow versus 
blue green. He finds that all people can be 
grouped in a way similar to red-green color blind 
subjects, namely into those more sensitive to the 
warm end of the spectrum and those more sensitive 
to the cold end. The warm color dominant subjects 
are characterized by an intimate relation to the 
visually perceptible world. They are receptive 
and open to outside influences. They seem to sub
merge themselves rather readily in their social 
environment. Their emotional life is character
ized by warm feelings, suggestibility, and strong 
affects. All mental functions are rapid and 
highly integrated with each other. In the subject-
object relationship, the emphasis is on the object. 

The cold color dominant subjects in the Jaensch 
experiments have a detached "split-off" attitude 
to the outside world. They find it difficult to 
adapt themselves to new circumstances and to express 
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themselves freely. Fmotionally they are cold 
and reserved. In the subject-object relation
ship, the emphasis is on the subject. In short, 
the warm color dominant subject is Jaensch's 
outwardly integrated type, the cold color domi
nant his inwardly integrated type (Rickers-
Ovsiankina, 1943). 

The colors of the spectrum can generally be asso

ciated with two moods: the warm, active, and exciting 

qualities of red and its analogous hues, and the cool, 

passive, and calming qualities of blue, violet, and green. 

Areas of these hues tend to enliven the mood or to quiet it. 

Light colors are active, while deep colors are passive. Be

yond the feeling of warmth or coolness, brightness or dim

ness, the power of a color to arouse pleasure or displeasure 

may depend on individual preference (Wexner, 1954). Pure 

colors tend to be severe and too much of one color may be 

distressing (Hill, 1964). 

Very pronounced in mood producing affectiveness are 

chromatic lights. Greens and blues which turn the lips 

black and give the flesh a cadaverous quality may make a 

person's face appear revolting. Green light has been thrown 

on criminals in a mirrored room to help force a confession 

(Walton, 1931). 

N. A. Wells found deep orange has the most exciting 

influence of the colors of the spectrum, then scarlet and 

yellow-orange. The most tranquilizing color is yellow-

grean, then green. Violet has the most subduing influence, 

pur le next (Birren, 1961). Dr. Robert T. Ross has related 
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colors with dramatic intensity and emotion. Gray, blue, 

and purple are best associated with tragedy, while red, 

orange, and yellow are associated with comedy (Ross, 1938). 

William A. Wellmann has also worked out a theatrical palette-

red being the color of vigor, yellow the color of warmth and 

joy, green of abundance and health, blue of spirituality and 

thought, brown of melancholy, gray of old age, white of zest 

and awareness, and black of gloom (Birren, 1961). 

Color may, however, have contradictory qualities, 

depending on the particular viewpoint of the observer. 

Green is an excellent example. As seen objectively, it is 

cool, fresh, clear, and pleasing. Green illumination, how

ever, on human flesh causes a subjective impression of re

vulsion. Therefore, no color association is adequate un

less the subjective association aspect is considered as well 

as the objective aspect. 

Thus, the moods conveyed by a color may be diverse. 

A number of associations are presented in the table on the 

following page where the major colors are described in terms 

of their general appearance, mental associations, direct 

associations, objective and subjective impressions (Bir

ren, 1961). 

Symbolic Associations 

A thorough review of color symbolism would have to 

covar practically all civilization, religion, art, science 

an^ custom kn-wn to mankind since the beginning of time. 
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However, certain areas of color symbolism deserve special 

mention because they represent an expression of man's feel

ings and psychological associations as developed in the 

course of his civilization. The following discussion is 

based on the work of Faber Birren in The Story of Color 

(Birren, 1941). 

In the Roman Catholic rite, for example, the color 

of the vestments has a definite significance: 

White is the symbol of light and signifies innocence 

and purity, joy and glory. 

Red, the symbol of fire and blood, signifies charity 

and generous sacrifice. 

Green, the symbol of nature, signifies the hope of 

eternal life. 

Purple, the gloomy cast of the mortified, represents 

affliction and melancholy. 

Black is symbolic of the sorrow of death and the 

sonibemess of the tomb. 

Another old survival of tradition is found in the 

symbolism of heraldry: 

Here red ("gules") means courage and zeal. 

• Blue ("azure") signifies piety and sincerity. 

Yellow or gold ("or") stands for honor and loyalty. 

Green ("vert") means growth and hope. 

White, or silver ("argent") represents faith and purity. 

Black ("sable") signifies grief and penitence. 
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Orange ("tenn^") means strength and endurance. 

Purple ("murrey") represents royalty or rank. 

Heraldry, incidentally, has left an efficient means 

of identifying colors in black and white. The various 

hatchings used to signify hues in drawings and engravings 

are separately presented. These designations in black and 

white have many conveniences outside the field of heraldry 

and are frequently used to indicate colors where actual re

production of them is impractical. 

In modern times, color is made to serve a few more 

humble and honorary functions. The hues of the music scale, 

as conceived by Newton and still recognized, are red for 

note C, orange for D, yellow for E, green for F, blue for 

G, indigo for A, and violet for B. 

In America, (since 1893) the universities and col

leges have recognized a code of color to identify their 

major faculties. Scarlet represents theology, blue is for 

philosophy, white is for arts and letters, green is"~^or—. 

medicine, purple is for law, golden yellow is for science, 

orange is for engineering, pink is for music. 

As to the colors of the months and the seasons, the 

following list is submitted: 

Spring: Pink and green 
Summer: Yellow and blue 
Fall: Orange and brown 
Winter: Red and black 

January: Black or white 
February: Deep blue 
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March: 
April: 
May: 
June: 
July: 
August: 
September: 
October: 
November: 
December: 

Gray or silver 
Yellow 
Lavender (lilac) 
Pink (rose) 
Sky blue 
Deep green 
Orange or gold 
Brown 
Purple 
Red 

"The body of man is red, his mind is yellow, and 

his spirit is blue." The fact that man has given color so 

important a role in his life since the dawn of history is 

in itself of psychological interest. For in many respects 

the emotions and attributes encountered in the historic 

symbolism of color meet with verification in the scientific 

research of a modern age. Only now the knowledge is more 

complete and the control more enlightened. 

In summary, some of the outstanding qualities of 

individual colors as found by M. C. Graves are as follows: 

Red is probably the most dominant and dynamic of 

colors. Its energy has a strong influence on the growth of 

plants and has been found to accelerate the development of 

certain lower animals, to increase hormonal and sexual ac

tivity, and to heal wounds. In the human organism, red 

tends to distract the equilibrium of the body. It has been 

prescribed to treat sunburn, inflammation, rheumatism, and 

will act to raise blood pressure and pulse rate but may be 

followed by a reversal of these effects after a period of 

time. Psychologically, red is exciting and increases rest-

lesjness and nervous tension. It, therefore, provides an 
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excellent environment for the creation, but not the execu

tion, of ideas. Under the influence of red, time is over

estimated and weights seem heavier. Under practical situa

tions, however, pure red can seldom be used; the full hue 

has too strong an afterimage. Brilliant red is valuable for 

commanding human attention although the high frequency of 

color blindness in men causes limitations in its usefulness. 

Modified forms of red (rose, maroon, and pink) are beauti

ful and expressive, universally appealing and deeply emo

tional. Variations of red are preferred by extroverts; 

therefore the color has a place in psychotherapy to bolster 

human moods and counteract melancholia. It helps to dis-

tract attention from within and to direct it outward. 

Orange has many of the same qualities as red. It 

is not generally preferred in its pure fomn but is highly 

pleasing in its tints (peach, salmon) and shades (brown). 

Tints of orange are generally well-suited to the interiors 

of hospitals or homes, factories and schools. Because 

orange is more mellow and less primitive than red, it is, 

therefore, more "livable" than red. It has high appetite 

appeal and is quite suitable for food service. In terms of 

luminance qualities on human flesh, orange casts a cheerful 

and flattering glow. 

Yellow has been said to have a favorable effect on 

human metabolism. In many studies of the biological action 

of light, however, it is ge erally found to be nei.tral 
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(together with yellow-green). Because of the high visibility 

of yellow, it performs many safety functions. The hue is 

sharply focused by the eye and is cheerful and incandescent 

in appearance. Because yellow tends to appear brighter than 

white, it is useful in meeting unfavorable conditions of dim 

illumination or large, vaulty spaces. 

Greens and l^lue-greens are passive and tend to re-

duce nervous and muscular tension. Psychologically, green 

represents a withdrawal from stimulus. It provides an ideal 

environment for sedentary tasks, concentration, and medita

tion. Bluish greens lack a primitive quality and are both 

pleasing and "livable". The same qualities have been ex

pressed for "peachj. indeed, the two hues work beautifully to 

enhance each other. Because blue-green is complementary to 

the tint of average human complexion, it provides a very 

flattering background. 

Blue has qualities antithetical to red. It seems 

to retard the growth of plants, to decrease hormonal activity, 

and to inhibit healing wounds. In the human organism it 

lowers blood pressure and pulse rate, though this effect 

may later be reversed. Under the influence of blue, time 

is underestimated and weights are judged as being lighter. 

Blue, being of naturally low saturation, may be used in 

almost any form (light, dark, pure, grayish). However, be

ing visually primary, blue tends to be bleak when applied 

to too large an area. Pale blue seems to "both-̂ r* ^he eyes 
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and gives a blurred appearance to adjacent objects. Because 

. it is difficult to focus, blue is objectionable as a light 

source and is low in attention-getting value. Blue is asso

ciated with dim light, is restful and sedate, and is an out

standing favorite throughout the world. 

Purple, being a blend of red and blue, the two ex

tremes of the spectrum, is generally biologically neutral. 

It is not suitable for large areas because it disturbs the 

focus of the eye. Of all hues, purple seems to be the one 

color dominantly aesthetic in its appeal. 

White is the perfectly balanced color, clear and 

natural in its influence. Black is negative; gray is passive 

All three are emotionally neutral and fail to have much psy

chotherapeutic application except when negation is the de

sired expression (Graves, 1954). 

Color and Personality 

Color preference is often a clue to personality. 

Athletic people prefer red, intellectuals blue, egotists 

yellow, while the convivial favor orange. It has been found 

that extroverts favor red while introverts favor blue. Im

pulsive persons and conservative ones naturally express dif

ferent color preferences—meaning that the same colors are 

not compatible with all people. Purple is often popular 

among artists probably because it has subtle qualities not 

found with most other hues. Yellow may be preferred by 
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those with a strong spiritual or metaphysical leaning. A 

finical nature may be apparent when an intermediate color 

such as blue-green is chosen. Logic would indicate, however, 

that average people like simple colors (Birren, 1961). 

The following character analyses have some basis in 

fact, being a summary of observations gathered over a num

ber of years, and were prepared by F. Birren (under the 

pseudonym of Martin Lang) for the Paint Merchandising Coun

cil of Chicago (Lang, 1940). L 

*^ I Red—The vital color. Those favoring red tend to 

have real courage in facing life, are vigorous and given to 

action, are likely to be fickle, are quick to judge people 

and act emotionally rather than mentally. 

Maroon—Those preferring maroon are vital people at 

heart but have been tempered somewhat. They tend to be 

steadier and not as reckless as those favoring red, have a 

compassionate heart, demand much from others, are well liked 

and usually make an excellent husband or wife. 

Pink—Those choosingpink usually prefer a gentle way 

of life, have much feminine charm, good taste in friends and 

clothes and a gracious social manner. They tend to like 

people who are cultured and refined, and seem to adore af

fection. People are drawn to those of this nature. 

Orange—People favoring orange usually have an en

thusiasm for life although not as passionately as the red 

type. They are drawn to cheerful friends and good foods. 
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prefer a very social life and do not enjoy being alone. 

They like eminent people and want life to surround them. 

Yellow—This hue is often picked as a favorite color 

by very intelligent people. These people are often drawn 

into reforms or strange cults, have a well-controlled tem

per, secretly long for the admiration of others while out

wardly resisting flattery. They are generally inclined to 

live alone mentally and are valuable, true friends. 

Green—Those favoring green generally have a fresh 

and natural personality, broad interests, are tolerant and 

somewhat liberal. They tend to be agreeable people, have 

respect for money and are anxious to improve their standards 

of living. They delight in friends, travel, and sensible 

luxuries. 

Blue-green—Those people preferring blue-green us

ually lead a well-ordered life, have a sensitive nature and 

very determined notions about many things. They are good 

at managing their own affairs, are orderly, generous, some

what emotionally cold and not the easiest person to get 

along with. These people are frequently self-possessed. 

Blue—The color of conservatism and dignity. Those 

chosing blue as a favorite are sensitive to others and to 

themselves and usually never enter into frivolous enthusiasms 

without careful thought. They are generally cautious in 

word, dress, and action and are often unable to let go in 

moments of excitement, perhaps because of their very rational 

mind. 
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Purple—Two different types of people prefer purple--

very profound beings and those who merely wish to appear so. 

Most are a mystery to themselves as well as to others. 

Aristocratic and artistic people often favor the hue for its 

exclusive dignity. Such persons are generally satisfied 

with themselves, sometimes conceited, and nearly always cap

able of great things. Those preferring purple are usually 

easy to live with. 

Brown—People favoring brown are generally substan

tial, dependable, and steady, slow but sure in action, seldom 

shirk responsibility, prefer wholesome foods, well-tailored 

clothes and seek reliable trustworthy friends. Those prefer

ring brown do not seem to be very curious. 

Testing 

Among tests using colors as an adjunct to psycho

logical interpretations and distinctions of an individual, 

the Rorschach Test is perhaps the foremost instrument in

volving a relationship between color response and emotional 

factors. Variations in Rorschach procedures have been in

troduced to experimentally verify and explain the relation

ship between color responses and emotional patterns. 

The Rorschach technique, developed by the Swiss psy

chiatrist Hermann Rorschach, is a personality test based 

upon the concept that the way a person perceives inkblots 

is indicative of important aspects of his personality 
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(Baughman, 1962). The Rorschach Test uses ten symmetrical 

inkblot patterns, five of which are colored. The most sig

nificant response to the colors is termed "color shock", and 

is usually observed in emotionally unstable individuals when 

the colored inkblot cards are presented following the gray 

cards. In "color shock" the subject's composure is upset 

and there is a temporary blocking or distortion of response 

in the interpretation of the inkblot designs (Norman, 1952). 

Schachtel has proposed some conclusions to the 

Rorschach findings. A strong reaction to red is typical 

of the primitive, excitable, hysterical personality type. 

A weak response to red may indicate an aversion against 

stronger, more passionate affects (Schachtel, 1943). 

Many attempts have been made to support Rorschach 

diagnostic factors through experimental research. Wallen, 

studying the nature of "color shock", asked groups of emo

tionally stable and unstable soldiers to indicate their like 

or dislike for each Rorschach card in sequence. He assumed 

a shock reaction to be indicative of dislike for the card. 

W a l l e n conolvul^Ol, lioWf«VrMS hy •'Hinpril iii.j »MH|ti<HHHii liil'l^r'l^ 

and white cards, that only for Card II was color the primary 

factor in causing a differential response. Of the five 

colored cards in the original series, only two (ii and IX) 

were valid for distinguishing normal and unstable groups 

(Wallen, 1948). Norman and Scott suggested the term "color 

shock" is a misnomer since dislike of a card is equivalent 
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to "shock", and then "shock" is not even primarily a result 

of color (Norman, 1952). 

When testing one hundred high school seniors, Lazarus, 

using standard Rorschach cards achromatically reproduced, 

tried to determine whether the presence of color in the 

group-administered Rorschach influenced scoring categories 

other than those making direct use of color in the response. 

He also wanted to determine whether "color shock" depended 

solely upon the presence of color. He concluded that color 

on the Rorschach did not influence performance and that the 

concept of "color shock" as brought on by color was unsup

ported. Using twelve indices of shock, there appeared to 

be little difference between color and noncolor cards 

(Lazarus, 1949). 

Sappenfield and Buker attempted to determine whether 

variability in response to chromatic Cards VIII, IX, and X 

was attributable to color. They concluded that variability 

in response was not a function of responsiveness to color 

(Sappenfield, 1949). 

Levy used the Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) as the 

measure of "affective value" of the ten Rorschach cards. 

He tested the hypothesis that presentation of "affectively 

toned" cards would be accompanied by an increase in palmar 

skin conductance, and that the increase would be greatest 

upon presentation of those cards believed to have the most 

affective value (the colored and the heavily shaded Rorschach 
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cards). Findings were essentially negative. The results of 

this study did not support the expectancy that heavily 

shaded cards would be accompanied by sharp increases in pal

mar skin conductance (Levy, 1950). 

Another test involving the correlation of color re

sponse to personality types was conducted by Ruesch and 

Finesinger. They asked their subjects to select colored 

crayons in order to draw both a suggested picture and a 

freely chosen one. Ruesch and Finesinger found subjects 

giving a high number of color responses on the Rorschach 

Test had a greater selectivity for red, whereas those with 

a low Rorschach color response had a greater selectivity 

for gray. Low Rorschach color response corresponds with an 

"introversive" personality type and high Rorschach color 

response relates to the "extratensive" personality type 

(Ruesch, 1941). 

Sarason and Potter found performance on the colored 

Kohs block designs correlated highly with the inability to 

respond to colored Rorschach cards. They interpret this to 

indicate that color itself stimulated emotional reactions 

which interfered with intellectual functioning, and that 

color also makes the visual grasp of figure-ground relation

ships difficult, resulting in emotional reactions which also 

interfer with efficient intellectual functioning (Sarason, 

1947). 
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The Pfister Colored Pyramid Test involves the subject 

constructing a colored pyramid by gluing colored squares of 

paper on a work sheet where fifteen blank squares arranged 

in the form of a pyramid have been drawn. The subject choses 

the colors from twenty-four different samples. In the formal 

presentation of this test, each subject constructs three 

pyramids. 

The standard procedure was modified by O'Reilly, 

Holzinger, and Blewett who used only fifteen colors. In 

addition, the amount of white squares among the colored 

squares was increased by 100 per cent since acute schizo

phrenics were known to "destroy" the pyramid by use of white, 

whereas adult neurotics seldom do. Using these modifica

tions the researchers found they could differentiate between 

schizophrenic and other psychiatric groups, and also that 

this test is apparently independent of variations in age, 

sex, education, or the degree of illness as measured by the 

Objective Rorschach (O'Reilly, 1957). 

Another modification of the Pfister Colored Pyramid 

Test was devised by Bjerstedt. This modification presents 

the subject with paired comparison choices of 160 ready-

built pyramid patterns. This modification is designed to 

conserve administration time (Bjerstedt, 1960). 

Obonai and Matsuoka have developed a personality 

test making use of the symbolic properties of color. The 

principle of the Color Symbolism Personality Test is based 

on the fact that every color contains not only its own 
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sensation attributes, but also some affective-symbolic 

properties which reflect the subject's own life-experience, 

or, in other words, his personality. 

When administering the test, the examiner reads a 

series of stimulus words, one at a time, fifteen seconds 

apart. Simultaneously he shows the subject a card with the 

stimulus word printed on it. The subject chooses the color 

most suitable for expressing the affective impression evoked 

at the moment he hears and sees the given stimulus word. 

Forty-one stimulus words and sixteen color samples are used 

(Obonai, 1956). 

Various investigators have adopted a variety of 

orientations toward the study of colors and human experi

ence. Much of the research has been comprised of short

sighted experimental design. Some investigators have been 

careful to limit their interpretations and their conclusions 

to the actual experimental situations, while others have 

been willing to make broad generalizations from their re

search. It appears, however, from the accomplished research 

that individuals are capable of symbolizing their feelings 

and their experience in terms of color, even though they may 

or may not tend to do so consciously in the normal course 

of everyday life. Assuming that perception of color is af

fected by the individual's interpretation of physical color 

stimuli, it is only natural to expect that sensitive mea

surement of an individual's color responses may result in 
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an extremely accurate representation of that person's life-

experience and personality. With such factual tools at 

hand, the designer may exert greater control over color 

mediums and attain many vital ends. Taste and temperament 

may be replaced by a surer knowledge of the influences of 

color in human life. In the past, a designer frequently 

spent much preparatory time in soul-searching for inspira

tion, but now he may educate himself to the factual influ

ences of color that will help him determine the definite 

functions of beauty and the qualities of design. Research, 

by its very nature, will continue to be pursued indefinitely. 

If that which is purely physical and biological can be com

bined with that which is so definitely emotional and psy

chological, then man's environmental future will indeed be 

a bright and colorful one. 

Color and Interior Environment 

Color is one of the natural delights of the world. 

It is the rule of nature, not the exception. There is a 

deep and profound satisfaction in color that is well worth 

the emotional effort of bringing it forth. Architects and 

interior designers must consider it a part of their profes

sion to psychoanalyze their clients. Color can make people 

happy or sad. When attention is given to human preference 

and to the skillful interpretation of these desires, interior 

design becomes a highly specialized, interdisciplinary art. 
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The facts of color aesthetics, for the most part, 

comprise only simple consistencies. The two following basic 

concepts help anticipate how color specifications for en

vironments of various kinds might be followed (Birren, 

1969). 

Centrifugal Action of Colors—This concept explains 
how high levels of illumination, warm and luminous 
colors in the surroundings (yellow, peach, pink) tend 
to direct the attention of the body outward, away from 
the organism to its environment- There is increased 
activity in general, alertness and outward orienta
tion. Such an environment is conducive to muscular 
effort, action, and cheerful spirit. It is a good 
setting for factories, schools, homes where manual 
tasks are performed or where sports are engaged in. 

Centripetal Action of Colors—This concept deals 
with low levels of illumination, softer surroundings 
and cooler hues (gray, blue, green, turquoise). In 
this type of setting, one is drawn away from the en
vironment and inward, toward himself. There is less 
distraction and a person is better able to concen
trate on difficult visual and mental tasks. Good 
inward orientation is enhanced, making this a good 
environment for sedentary occupations requiring 
severe use of the eyes or brain (offices, study 
rooms, fine assembly in industry). 

Off-white is currently considered an appropriate 

color for walls because it affords the effective contrast 

and neutrality for displaying bright colors in furnishings, 

but its functionality is objectionable. Off-white tends 

to create a glare, constrict the pupil opening of the eye, 

and give a foggy quality to vision. Because of brightness 

contrast with darker colors, as well as with human flesh, 

eye fatigue may be rapid and human faces will look dull 

(Birren, 1967). 
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The following words of caution are often a source 

of comfort to the client or layman. Colors seem more in

tense in large areas than in small. Therefore, caution 

should be used when selecting colors from paint chips or 

color cards particularly when dealing with pale luminous 

colors such as yellow. Because of high reflectancy, light 

colors on the walls of a room will bounce back and forth 

and therefore increase in purity. Pure colors, such as 

vermilion red, should not be feared. While they may not 

stand full daylight, in a normal interior with draperies, 

blinds and artificial light, they soften down considerably. 

If deep colors are preferred, similar precautions should be 

kept in mind. In an artificially illuminated room the dark 

colors can stand some reflected light and during the day 

they will be perfectly acceptable. However, dark or bril

liant colors on ceilings tend to become heavy and crowd 

down in a disturbing way. 

Mary Charlton, in a study of reactions to built-in 

color (colors actually a part of the house or structure) 

in homes found strong satisfactions were expressed with 

light floors instead of dark floors, relatively small areas 

of dark values, subtle value contrasts in the light half 

of the value scale, relatively bright rooms (if light) with 

the greatest approval for the least advancing hue (blue-

green) ; for temporary or occasional usage, the relatively 

licht and somewhat bright advancing hue (red-or.mge) and. 
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to a lesser extent, yellow-green. Strong disapprovals were 

expressed for dark floors, generally dark rooms, rooms with 

large areas of dark values (even with light accents), and 

rooms with both strong value contrasts and relatively bright 

intensities (Charlton, 1965). 

It may be noted by empirical observation that ab

stract, non-objective and surrealistic art forms, as well 

as modern styles of interior decor, tend to have a greater 

acceptance among extroverts than among introverts. Intro

verts often prefer traditional and period styles of decor. 

The outwardly oriented individual may appreciate color for 

the sake of color, but those inwardly oriented require a 

semblance of realism if art forms are to appeal to them 

(Birren, 1969). 

It is often a common mistake, when dealing with 

normal human beings, for a designer to recommend cool colors 

for excitable persons and warm colors for calm ones. In 

small children, a restful environment and pacific attitude 

may only increase tension and irritability. In this case, 

bright color may relieve nervousness by creating an outward 

stimulus to balance an inner and natural fervor. In timid 

and shy persons, an attempt to change a mood of dejection 

by the use of "cheerful colors" may aggravate the misery 

and drive it even deeper. An extrovert may be content in a 

bright and colorful environment, while an introvert may 

find greatest peace in a sedate and conservative setting. 
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However, when dealing with neurotic and psychotic tendencies, 

these principles should be reversed (Birren, 1967). 

Much of interior architecture and most of interior 

design has been an art rather than a science, but the solu

tion to creating the agreeable environment must respect art 

as well as science. Architects and interior designers must 

have the knowledge and control to direct their efforts in a 

sure and competent manner. Only then is the interior de

signer able to direct his attention to designing habitable 

spaces with specific regard to sociological and environ

mental requirements. 



CHAPTER III 

DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

Development of the Instrument 

To determine if a relationship exists between color 

preferences and purchase choices of interior furnishings 

made on the basis of color, two visual tests—one composed 

of color swatches (Test I) and the other composed of fabric 

samples (Test II)—were developed (See Appendix I). Each 

test consisted of ten matt boards approximately 12 3/4" by 

16" with two color swatches (Test I) or two fabric samples 

(Test II) approximately 6" by 9" mounted on the boards and 

lettered "A" and "B". Board and color or fabric sample size 

was determined by the desire to create harmonious propor

tions between board size and sample size and also by the 

necessity for samples to be clearly visible to groups of 

approximately fifteen persons. On individual boards, value 

and intensity of color were held constant. Hue, proportion 

of colors used in the various color combinations, and in 

one case size with regard to light tint or dark shade were 

the only variables. Color swatches used were from the 

Color-Aid color system, Geller Artist Materials, Inc., and 

fabric samples used were furniture manufacturers' upholstery 

samples. 

48 
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Colors selected for use were, of course, determined 

by the six secondary research hypotheses. Boards numbered 

one, two, and three of Test I depicted the hypothesized 

preference for blue, red, and green as stated in the first 

phrase of Secondary Research Hypothesis I. These three 

selections corresponded with the selections on boards num

bered two, six, and eight of Test II which depicted the 

hypothesized purchase choice of colors other than blue, red, 

and green as stated in the second phrase of Secondary Re

search Hypothesis I. 

Secondary Research Hypothesis II was tested by ex

amining the selections on board four of Test I and the se

lections on board four of Test II. Test I Number 4, de

picted the hypothesized preference for pure colors rather 

than modified colors as stated in the first phrase of 

Secondary Research Hypothesis II. Test II Number 4, de

picted the hypothesized purchase choice of modified colors 

rather than pure colors as stated in the second phrase of 

Secondary Research Hypothesis II. Different hues, green in 

Test I and yellow in Test II, were selected by this re

searcher as samples for each test in order to make the re

lationship of Test I to Test II less obvious to the respon

dent. If this relationship was obvious to a respondent, his 

responses might have been influenced accordingly. Although 

different hues were used to test this hypothesis, the con

ditions as determined by the hypothesis were, nevertheless, 

met. 

TEXAS TECH UBRARY 
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Secondary Research Hypothesis III, the postulated 

relationship of preferences for large areas of color in 

light tints to purchases of large pieces of furniture in 

dark shades, was tested by examining the responses to Test I 

Number 5, and Test II Number 1. Test I Number 5, consisted 

of two color combinations; in one color combination the 

larger area of color was a light tint of green while the 

smaller area of color was a dark shade of green, and in the 

other color combination the larger area of color was a dark 

shade of green while the smaller area of color was a light 

tint of green. It was necessary when testing this hypothe

sis for each color used in the two combinations to be of 

the same hue and to keep the degree of intensity of each 

color used as constant as available materials permitted. 

Although different tints and shades of the same hue were 

used, the distance between each shade and tint on the value 

scale was equal for both color combinations. This was true 

for all sets of color combinations used in the tests. In 

testing the second phrase of Secondary Research Hypothesis 

III, (Test II Number 1) two single colors were used for com

parison—a light beige and a dark green/brown. The condi

tions of the second phrase of this hypothesis were met when 

a respondent was asked to make a fabric selection suitable 

for a large sofa (96" long, 36" deep, 30" high). A purchase 

choice influenced by the relationship of size to shade of 

color could then be determined. 
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Test I Numbers 6, 7, and 8, depicted the hypothesized 

preference for a blue and red color combination, a blue and 

green combination and a red and green color combination as 

stated in the first phrase of Secondary Research Hypothesis 

IV. Test II Numbers 5, 10, and 9, depicted the hypothesized 

purchase choice of color combinations other than blue and 

red, blue and green, and red and green as stated in the 

second phrase of Secondary Research Hypothesis IV. Values 

and intensities were held as constant as possible for all 

six color combinations. 

Secondary Research Hypothesis V was tested by exam

ining the responses to Test I Number 9, and Test II Number 

7. Test I Number 9, depicted the hypothesized preference 

for color combinations consisting of a light variation of 

color derived from a full color that is normally light and 

a dark variation of color derived from a full color that is 

normally dark as stated in the first phrase of Secondary 

Research Hypothesis V. Test II Number 7, depicted the 

hypothesized purchase choice of color combinations consist

ing of a light variation of color derived from a full color 

that is normally light as stated in the second phrase of 

Secondary Research Hypothesis V. 

For Secondary Research Hypothesis V the same two 

hues, green and blue, were used in combination in both Tests 

I and II because, in this researcher's opinion, they offer 

the best example of such a color combination—green being a 
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color that is normally light and blue being a color that is 

normally dark. In both tests one color combination was com

posed of a light variation of green with a dark variation 

of blue, and the other combination was composed of a dark 

variation of green with a light variation of blue. 

The postulated relationship in Secondary Research 

Hypothesis VI was tested by examining the responses to Test 

I Number 10, depicting the hypothesized preference for color 

combinations in which one color dominates the color combina

tion as stated in the first phrase of this hypothesis and 

Test II Number 3, depicting the hypothesized purchase choice 

of a balanced color combination as stated in the second 

phrase of Secondary Research Hypothesis VI. In Test I blue 

and green color combinations were used, and in Test II red 

and green color combinations were used. Different hues for 

Test I and Test II were selected in order to further ob

scure the relationship of Test I to Test II to the respon

dent. 

Development of the Questionnaire 

In order to record responses to Test I and Test II 

and to obtain specific demographic information about the 

respondents, a questionnaire was developed (See Appendix II). 

It was deemed pertinent to the nature of this study to de

termine the type of housing in which the respondent lived, 

the number of persons in the household over and under 
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eighteen years of age, the sex, marital status and occupa

tion of the respondent, the respondent's age group, com

pleted years of formal education and the income range of the 

respondent. The factors most influential to color prefer

ence were noted to be sex, age, and possibly education while 

the factors most influential to purchase choice were type 

of housing, number in household over and under eighteen 

years of age, age, and income range. 

Space was also provided on the one page question

naire for the respondent to record his selections in Test I 

and Test II. Test I called for a response of "A" or "B" for 

the most preferred color selection to each of the ten boards. 

Test II called for a response of "A" or "B" for the theo

retical purchase choice to each of the ten boards. 

Selection of Respondents 

This study was comprised of volunteer respondents 

with a variety of personal characteristics ranging from 

graduate student to university professor, from secretary to 

housewife, from twenty-two to fifty-five years of age, from 

one to eight years of education to over sixteen years of 

education, and from $0-$5,000 annual income to over $25,000 

annual income. The only limitation placed on the type of 

respondent studied was that he theoretically be in a situa

tion calling for an interest in making furniture purchases. 

Therefore, persons younger than twenty-two years of age were 
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excluded because they are not in this situation. 

In all, seventy-five respondents were administered 

the instrument. The instrument was administered to groups 

ranging from four to eighteen persons. Three women's groups 

(faculty wives, a child study group, and an arts and crafts 

group) were tested. One class of home economics majors, 

one graduate class of accountants and one graduate class of 

marketing majors were also surveyed. Additionally, a group 
0 

of university professors and secretaries were tested. All 

respondents at the time of testing (1972) lived in the 

Lubbock, Texas area. 

m 

Procedure 

Although the presentation of this instrument to the 

seventy-five respondents took place on different occasions, 

the manner of presentation and verbal instructions given 

the respondents were as consistent as possible for all 

groups. 

The verbal instructions as given to the respondents 

were as follows: 

This study is comprised of two separate tests— 
a test of color preference and a test of theoretical 
purchase choice of fabric samples for a chair, love-
seat, or sofa. In Test I you will be shown two 
colors or two color combinations and will be asked 
to select the one you most prefer (either "A" or 
"B"). In Test II you will be asked to select between 
two fabric samples (either "A" or "B") the one in 
which you would theoretically purchase either a 
chair, sofa, or lovaseat. The piece of furniture 
will be described to you in greater detail as you 
look at the fabric samples; however, you may 
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visualize the piece of furniture in any style you 
wish. Several fabric samples are color combina
tions. You may visualize the combination in any 
pattern you wish (a blend, stripe, or plaid) as 
long as you visualize the colors in the same pro
portions as they are shown in the samples. You 
must assume that both of the fabric samples will 
work equally well in the interior for which you 
are selecting the piece of furniture. 

Please fill out the left portion of the ques
tionnaire by either checking the appropriate item 
or filling in the blank with an appropriate re
sponse. Your responses are anonymous; therefore, 
please feel free to respond to all questions. You 
will have approximately five seconds to look at 
each board in Test I. 

Now, let's begin the tests. 

Test I: Which of these two do you most pre
fer? (asked consistently for each of the ten pair
ings of color swatches comprising Test I) 

Test II: 
Number one shows fabric samples for a large 

sofa. It is 96" wide (8' long), the back is 30" 
high, and the arms are 26" high. In which up
holstery fabric would you purchase this sofa? 

Number two shows fabric samples for a medium 
sized loveseat. It is 50" wide, back is 30" high, 
and the arms are 26" high. In which upholstery 
fabric would you purchase this loveseat? 

Number three shows fabric samples for the 
same medium sized loveseat just described. 
In which upholstery fabric would you purchase 
this loveseat? 

Number four shows fabric samples for an aver
age sized chair. It is 30" wide, the back is 30" 
high, and the arms are 26" high. In which up
holstery fabric would you purchase this chair? 

Number five shows fabric samples for the same 
average sized chair just described. In which up
holstery fabric would you purchase this chair? 

Number six shows fabric samples for the large 
sofa previously described. In which upholstery 
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fabric would you purchase this sofa? 

Number seven shows fabric samples for the 
medium sized loveseat already described. In 
which upholstery fabric would you purchase this 
loveseat? 

Number eight shows fabric samples for the 
average sized chair described to you. In which 
upholstery fabric would you purchase this chair? 

Number nine again shows fabric samples for 
the medium sized loveseat. In which upholstery 
fabric would you purchase this loveseat? 

Number ten shows fabric samples for the aver
age sized chair as described to you. In which 
upholstery fabric would you purchase this chair? 

Please return your questionnaires now. This 
concludes the tests. Thank you very much. 

The three furniture pieces described in Test II 

were contrived by this researcher in order to give the re

spondent a size limitation to each visualization made and 

to give the respondent a higher degree of reality for each 

theoretical purchase choice by clearly defining the size 

and shape of each piece. In Test II Number 1, it was im

perative for a large piece of furniture to be described for 

theoretical purchase in order to test the conditions stated 

in Secondary Research Hypothesis III. Therefore, the large 

sofa, 96" wide, was described in order to force the re

spondent to deal with large areas of color in terms of light 

tints or dark shades of color. The large sofa was also de

scribed in Test II Number 6; however, the respondent's 

theoretical purchase choice was not influenced by the large 

size of the furniture piece in this case since both fabric 
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samples were of virtually equal value and intensity. The 

large sofa was described in Test II Number 6, merely to give 

greater balance to the number of times a piece of furniture 

was described in Test II. 

The loveseat and chair could have been used inter

changeably. The only function was to force the respondent 

to visualize an average sized piece of furniture—size of 

the piece was, therefore, not influential in making the 

purchase choice except in Test II Number 1, as explained 

above. Again, it must be emphasized that the respondent 

could visualize any style of furniture he desired. 

Approximately fifteen minutes were required to ad

minister the instrument. The relationship, if any, of color 

preference to purchase choice of interior furnishings made 

on the basis of color could now be determined by comparing 

the responses to items in Test I with corresponding items 

in Test II. 

Treatment of Data 

Statistical evaluations of the six secondary re

search hypotheses were attempted by systematically exam

ining the theoretical relationship between color preference 

and purchase choice to determine if, indeed, a relationship 

existed. If the two attributes were related, the direction 

of dependency was next determined from the raw data. The 

chi-square technique was deemed most appropriate as a sta

tistical evaluating technique generally because of the 
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nature of the collected data. After tabulation of the col

lected data, it was determined that data would lend them

selves to contingency table presentations with no one cell 

of any table having less than five responses. Additionally, 

the established form of the six secondary research hypoth

eses directly lends itself to an analysis of dichotomous 

variables as offered by a chi-square analysis of 2 X 2 con

tingency tables. This study's main interest, therefore, 

was to determine whether in six different instances a rela

tionship existed between two attributes or if they were 

independent. 

Further, the chi-square technique was deemed appro

priate because the primary purpose of this study was not to 

uncover causal relationships but to determine whether two 

attributes were actually related. Additionally, the chi-

square technique was desirable since it does not involve an 

assumption of normality with respect to the respondents 

studied, and it does not require underlying continuity in 

the variables under analysis. The chi-square technique is 

most appropriate for analysis of dichotomous variables. 

In conducting the chi-square analysis in this study, 

computations were made to test a set of null hypotheses. 

The null hypotheses represent the position that no relation

ship exists between the two variables. The chi-square 

technique firsc computes ^ne maximum differences that nor

mally could be expected to result from the sampling 
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variations. Next, chi-square difference measures are com

puted which either fall within the allowable limit of sam

pling variation, thus calling for acceptance of a null hy

pothesis, or fall outside the limit, thus calling for re

jection of a null hypothesis. If a null hypothesis is re

jected, evidence of a real difference or relationship is 

then assumed. 

A probability level of 0.05 was selected as the 

boundary line between significant and non-significant de

rived chi-square values. If the probability of obtaining 

a chi-square value greater than the computed value was 

found to be greater than 0.05, the null hypothesis was ac

cepted and the difference was ascribed to sampling varia

tion. However, if the probability of obtaining a chi-

square value greater than the computed value was found to 

be less than 0.05, the null hypothesis was rejected and an 

actual relationship was assumed to exist. The 0.05 prob

ability level is widely accepted as a boundary line between 

significance and nonsignificance (Ferber, 1949). 

The six secondary research hypotheses were tested 

by applying the chi-square technique to ten separate 2 X 2 

contingency tables. Ten separate tables were prepared 

since two of the six secondary research hypotheses (Second

ary Research Hypothesis I and Secondary Research Hypothesis 

IV) each dealt with three independent selections of color 

preference and purchase choice. Separate tables were 
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prepared for each independent selection. The three tables 

in both instances were then collapsed to determine an over

all acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis for 

Secondary Research Hypothesis I and Secondary Research 

Hypothesis IV. Each table was constructed with two rows, 

representing color preference for selections "A" or "B" 

from Test I, and two column positions, representing purchase 

choice for selections "A" or "B" from Test II. 

« 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS 

Demographic Characteristics 

The demographic information shown in Table II re

veals the most typical respondent to this study was a mar

ried, female student, 22 to 26 years of age with over sixteen 

years of education, an annual income of $0-$5,000, and with 

the two members of her household living in a house. The 

seemingly incongruous high level of completed years of edu

cation (over sixteen years) and the very low income range 

($0-$5,000—considered by many authorities to be the poverty 

level) (Harrington, 1962) may be better understood by real

izing most of the population studied were in some way in

volved with Texas Tech University as students. The apparent 

incongruity of a relatively young age (22-26 years of age) 

and a small family size (two members in household) with 

type of housing (a house) may be partially explained by 

prevailing conditions somewhat peculiar to the Southwest. 

Houses in this region of the country are plentiful and, in 

most cases, well within the economic reach of even the 

relatively young. In comparison with other regions of the 

country, land and house construction costs are relatively 

low. Many communities of the Southwest, such as Lubbock, 

Texas, seem to promote an attitude of desirability toward 

permanence; this attitude seems to be furthered by living 

61 
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in a house. For these reasons, both economical and atti-

tudinal, the most common type of housing, regardless of age 

group, was a house. 

Table II represents a summation of the personal 

demographic information as reported by the seventy-five re

spondents on the questionnaire. 

TABLE II 

PERSONAL DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

Demographic Characteristics 
Total Number 
of Respondents Per Cent 

Sex: 

Age 
Group: 

Education 
Level: 

Income 
Range: 

Occupa
tion: 

Male 
Female 

22-26 
27-35 
36-45 
46-55 
56-65 
Over 65 

1-8 years 
9-11 years 
12 years 

13-15 years 
16 years 

Over 16 years 

$0-$5,000 
$5,001-$10,000 
$10,001-$15,000 
$15,001-$20,000 
$20,001-$25,000 
Over $25,000 

Professional 
Non-Professional 
Student 
Housewife 

27 
48 

41 
18 
10 
6 
0 
0 

1 
0 
2 

21 
19 
32 

31 
10 
15 
12 
4 
3 

14 
4 

43 
14 

36 
64 

55 
24 
13 
8 
0 
0 

1 
0 
3 

28 
25 
43 

41 
13 
20 
16 
6 
4 

19 
5 

57 
19 

I 

•I 
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T a b l e I I ( c o n t i n u e d ) 

Demographic C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
T o t a l Number 
of Responden t s Per Cent 

Household 
Size: 

Type of 
Housing: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

House 
Apartment 
Duplex 
Mobile Home 

11 
22 
13 
18 
7 
2 
2 

39 
30 
0 
6 

15 
29 
17 
24 
9 
3 
3 

52 
40 
0 
8 

Color Preference Observations 

In Test I selection "A" on boards one through nine 

represented the color or color combination found to be most 

preferred in the literature. On board ten, however, the 

most preferred color combination as found in the literature 

was selection "B". The positions were reversed on board 

ten simply to produce a more aesthetically pleasing arrange

ment on the board. 

Upon examining the totals and percentages in the 

above table, it was found that seven of the ten colors or 

color combinations most preferred were the same as those 

found to be most preferred in the literature. It must be 

noted, however, with regard to the responses to board 

Number two which did not support the findings in the litera

ture (stating that red is generally more preferred than 
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orange) that color preferences can vary with respect to 

geographic region; and, indeed, with specific regard to the 

Southwest where the sampling was carried out, the litera

ture does support a preference for orange and all warm 

earth colors (see page 24). This may explain the disparity 

between the finding of this study and that found to be most 

generally preferred in the literature. 

The findings of Test I Number 9, were also not sup

ported in the literature. Test I Number 9, exemplifies 

Godlove's Principle of Order (see page 20) which was postu

lated in the early 1900's. Perhaps, due to wide exposure 

to a great deal of color in the everyday environment as 

used by a variety of advertising media, apparel designers 

as well as interior designers and contemporary artists, 

perceptions as to what constitutes pleasing color combina

tions are drastically changing. Much further testing would 

certainly need to be undertaken, however, before discount

ing Godlove's Principle, but a change in what is perceived 

as pleasing may be validly supported by the findings in 

Test I Number 9. 

The findings of Test I Number 6, which did not show 

a preference for the red and blue color combination were 

also not supported in the literature. In this case, how

ever, no apparent explanation could be offered to account 

for the disparity. 
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Table III represents a summation of the responses 

for color preference (Test I). 

Preference 

Board 1: 

Board 2: 

Board 3: 

Board 4: 

Board 5: 

Board 6: 

Board 7: 

Board 8: 

Board 9: 

Board 10: 

TABLE III 

COLOR PREFERENCE 

; Choices 

A—Blue 
B—Violet 

A—Red 
B—Orange 

A—Green 
B—Yellow 

A—Pure Green 
B—Modified Green 

A—Large light 
green/Small 
dark green 

B—Small light 
green/Large 
dark green 

A—Red/Blue 
B—Yellow/Blue 

A—Blue/Green 
B—Yellow/Green 

A—Green/Red 
B—Yellow/Red 

A—Light green/ 
Dark blue 

B—Light blue/ 
Dark green 

A—Equal Amounts of 
green and blue 

B—Small green/ 
Large blue 

OBSERVATIONS 

Total Number 
of Respondents 

53 
22 

30 
45 

50 
25 

56 
19 

41 

34 

32 
43 

52 
23 

46 
29 

30 

45 

28 

47 

Per Cent 

71 
29 

40 
60 

67 
33 

75 
25 

55 

45 

43 
57 

69 
31 

61 
39 

40 

60 

37 

63 
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Purchase Choice Observations 

In Test II selections "A" represented those colors 

or color combinations found to be preferred in the litera

ture. Selections "B" represented colors or color combina

tions other than those found to be preferred in the litera

ture. In five instances (Test II Numbers 1, 2, 4, 8, and 

9) more theoretical purchase choices were made for colors 

or color combinations other than those found to be preferred 

in Test I. Merely by direct observation of the data these 

instances would seem to support the contention that people 

do not purchase interior furnishings in the colors they in

dicate they most prefer. However, in the other five in

stances (Test II Numbers 3, 5, 6, 7, and 10) more theoreti

cal purchase choices were made for colors or color ct3mbina-

tions the same as those found to be preferred in Test I. At 

this point by direct observation of the data it would, 

therefore, be impossible to say whether or not the conten

tion that people do not purchase interior furnishings in 

the colors they indicate they most prefer could be supported. 

In addition, it should be noted that of the five 

instances where color preference and purchase choice were 

the same, three of those instances involved color prefer

ences for colors or color combinations other than those 

found to be preferred in the literature (Test I NunOaers 2, 

6, and 9). In only two instances (Test II Numbers 3 and 10) 

were theoretical purchase choices the same as those color 
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combinations found to be preferred in the literature. 

Table IV represents a summation of the responses 

for purchase choice (Test II). 

Purchase 

Board 1: 

Board 2: 

Board 3: 

Board 4: 

Board 5: 

Board 6: 

Board 7: 

Board 8: 

Board 9: 

Board 10: 

TABLE 

PURCHASE CHOICE 

Choice 

A—Beige 
B—Green-brown 

A—Blue 
B—Violet 

A—Small red/ 
large green 

B—Equal amounts of 
red and green 

A—Yellow 
B—Modified Yellow 

A—Red/Blue 
B—Yellow/Blue 

A—Red 
B—Orange 

A—Light green/ 
dark blue 

B—Dark green/ 
light blue 

A—Green 
B—Yellow 

A—Green/Red 
B—Yellow/Red 

A—Blue/Green 
B—Yellow/Green 

IV 

OBSERVATIONS 

Total Number 
of Respondents 

35 
40 

37 
38 

23 

52 

34 
41 

27 
48 

34 
41 

24 

51 

36 
39 

24 
51 

38 
37 

Per Cent 

47 
53 

49 
51 

31 

69 

45 
55 

36 
64 

45 
55 

32 

68 

48 
52 

32 
68 

51 
49 
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Comparison of Pure and Modified Color 
Preferences and Purchase Choices 

From direct observation of the data, it was found 

that those respondents who preferred pure colors and also 

theoretically purchased pure colors tended to live in a 

mobile home, to be 27 to 35 years of age and have $5,001 to 

$10,000 annual income. Those respondents who preferred pure 

colors but theoretically purchased modified colors could 

not be clearly profiled since they fell into the mainstream 

of all other demographic characteristics. 

By analyzing data in Table V with regard to type of 

housing, it is interesting to note that the greatest dis

parity between color preference and theoretical purchase 

choice was found in responses from persons living in apart

ments. The house category displays the second highest de

gree of disparity with the mobile home category displaying 

virtually no disparity between color preference and theoreti

cal purchase choice. Probable factors influencing interior 

furnishings purchase decisions with regard to type of hous

ing may help explain this disparity. Because modified 

colors, as opposed to pure colors, are often thought to be 

more adaptable to many varied interior environments, the 

purchase of modified colors may be more suitable to the very 

mobile respondent living in an apartment. Feeling that his 

furnishings may necessarily need to be suitable to many 

interiors, (since apartment dwelling is generally thought 
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to be of a temporary nature) he may, therefore, purchase 

modified colors even though he expressed a preference for 

pure colors. 

The opposite motivations may be characterized by 

those respondents living in mobile homes. Although this 

respondent is normally thought to be very mobile, his in

terior furnishings purchases are often made specifically 

for his mobile home and, therefore, require less adaptability 

for other interior environments. Perhaps he may then have 

less concern for purchasing what he feels are more adaptable 

colors (modified colors) and may pursue his actual color 

preferences which were found to be pure colors. 

The degree of disparity between color preference 

and theoretical purchase decisions with regard to respon

dents living in houses must be explained as an influence of 

both a desire for adaptable colors (most housewives consider 

this to be prudent) and also by a greater feeling of per

manence gained from living in a house. The influence of 

both factors tends to make the degree of disparity less 

than for those respondents living in apartments but not as 

minimal as for those living in mobile homes. 

The data displayed in Table V also tends to support 

the speculation that those respondents living in apartments 

generally account for most of the respondents in the 22 to 

26 age group and the $0-$5,000 income range. Those respon

dents living in houses account for the other three age 
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groups (27 through 55) and generally fall within a $5,001 

to $20,000 income range. It is difficult to speculate about 

the characteristics of those respondents with incomes over 

$20,000 because of the limited number of respondents in this 

group. 

TABLE V 

PURE AND MODIFIED COLOR PREFERENCE AND 
PURCHASE CHOICE OBSERVATIONS 

Demographic 
Characteristics 

Type of Housing: 

House 
Apartment 
Duplex 
Mobile Home 

Age Group: 

22-26 
27-35 
36-45 
46-55 
56-65 
Over 65 

Prefr 
Pure 

31(79%) 
19(63%) 
0 
6(100%) 

32(78%) 
16(89%) 
6(60%) 
2(33%) 
0 
0 

2rence 
Modified 

8(21%) 
11(37%) 
0 
0 

9(22%) 
2(11%) 
4(40%) 
4(67%) 
0 
0 

Purchase Choice 
Pure 

19(49%) 
10(33%) 
0 
5(83%) 

16(39%) 
12(67%) 
4(40%) 
2(33%) 
0 
0 

Modified 

20(51%) 
20(67%) 
0 
1(17%) 

25(61%) 
6(33%) 
6(60%) 
4(67%) 
0 
0 

Income Range: 

$0-$5,000 25(61%) 
$5,001-$10,000 8(80%) 
$10,001-$15,000 11(73%) 
$15,001-$20,000 7(58%) 
$20,001-$25,000 3(75%) 
Over $25,000 2(67%) 

6(39%) 
2 (20%) 
4(27%) 
5 (42%) 
1(2 5%) 
1(33%) 

12(39%) 
8(80%) 
7(47%) 
5(42%) 
1(25%) 
1(33%) 

19(61%) 
2(20%) 
8(53%) 
7 (58%) 
3(75%) 
2(67%) 

The special tabulation of responses to preferences 

for either pure or modified colors (Test I Number 4) and to 
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purchase choices for either pure or modified colors (Test 

II Number 4) was made in order to relate these responses to 

specific demographic information obtained on the question

naire. Table V represents a summation of these specific 

responses. 

Chi-Square Analysis 

Since 2 X 2 contingency tables were used to evalu

ate the secondary research hypotheses, the following simpli

fied chi-square formula was used in all cases: 

^2 _ N(ad-bc)^ 
^ ~ (a+b) (c-fd) (a+c) (b+d) 

where N was the total sample size and a, b, c, and d were 

the four cell values as in the following table: 

a+b 

c+d 

a+c b+d N 

The chi-square value derived from each contingency 

table analysis was compared to the critical chi-square value 

of 3.84. A derived chi-square value greater than 3.84 

brought about rejection of HQ (the null hypothesis of no 

existing relationship) and, therefore, acceptance of H-̂  

(the corresponding alternative hypothesis of an existing 

relationship) at the 0.05 level of significance. The 

secondary research hypotheses stated in Chapter I were in 
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turn held not to be true when HQ was not rejected and held 

to be true when H-ĵ  was accepted, provided the theoretical 

direction of dependency was confirmed from direct observa

tion of the data. 

Preferences for Colors Preferred in the Literature/ 
Purchase Choices of Colors Other than 

Preferred in the Literature 

Tables VI, VII, VIII, and IX and their subsequent 

chi-square evaluations represent a test of Secondary Re

search Hypothesis I. Because this hypothesis deals with 

individual preferences and purchase choices for three sepa

rate colors (blue, red, or green—those found to be preferred 

in the literature), three separate evaluations were made of 

responses to the three individual tests for preference and 

purchase choice. Table VI represents a test of this hy

pothesis with regard to blue; Table VII tests the hypothe

sis with regard to red; and Table VIII tests the hypothesis 

with regard to green. Table IX is a composite of Tables 

VI, VII, and VIII and, therefore, represents a test of 

Secondary Research Hypothesis I as a whole. It was possible 

to collapse these three tables since they dealt with the 

same type of variable. 

Blue Preference/other Purchase Choice 

Table VI and its chi-square evaluation represents 

a test of the hypothesis that those respondents preferring 

blue will purchase furnishings in a color other than blue. 
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In this case the alternative selection could have been made 

for violet. 

H Q: There is no relationship between a preference for 
blue and a purchase choice of a color other than 
blue. 

H^: There is a relationship between a preference for 
blue and a purchase choice of a color other than 
blue. 

TABLE VI 

BLUE PREFERENCE AND OTHER PURCHASE CHOICE 

Purchase Choice 
of Color Pre
ferred in the 
Literature 

(blue) 

Purchase Choice 
of Color Other 
than Preferred 
in the Litera
ture 

(violet) Total 

Preference Pre
ferred in the 
Literature 

(blue) 

Preference other 
than Preferred in 
the Literature 

(violet) 

23 (62.2%) 

14 (37.8% 

30 (78.9^ 

8 (21.1%) 

53 

22 

Total 37 (100%) 38 (100%) 75 

X^ = 75(23^8 - 30.14)^ ^ 4177200 = 2.55 
53-22-37-38 1639396 

HQ is not rejected since the derived chi-square value of 

2.55 is less than the critical chi-square value of 3.84. 

Consequently, it is concluded that a preference for blue is 

not related to a purchase choice of a color other than blue 
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Red Preference/Other Purchase Choice 

Table VII and its subsequent chi-square evaluation 

represents a test of the hypothesis that those respondents 

preferring red will purchase furnishings in a color other 

than red. The alternative selection in this case could 

have been made for orange. 

HQ: There is no relationship between a preference 
for red and a purchase choice of a color other 
than red. 

HJ^: There is a relationship between a preference 
for red and a purchase choice of a color other 
than red. 

TABLE VII 

RED PREFERENCE AND OTHER PURCHASE CHOICE 

Purchase Choice 
of Color Pre
ferred in the 
Literature 

(red) 

Purchase Choice 
of Color Other 
than Preferred 
in the Litera
ture 

(orange) Total 

Preference Pre
ferred in the 
Literature 

(red) 

Preference other 
than Preferred in 
the Literature 

(orange) 

Total 

10 (29.4% 

24 (70.6% 

34 (100%) 

20 (48.8%) 

21 (51.2%) 

41 (100%) 

30 

45 

75 

-3̂2 ̂  75(10-21 - 20-24)"^ ^ 5467500 = 2.90 
30-45-34«41 1881900 
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HQ is not rejected since the derived chi-square value of 

2.90 is less than the critical chi-square value of 3.84. 

Consequently, it is concluded that a preference for red is 

not related to a purchase choice of a color other than red. 

Green Preference/Other Purchase Choice 

Table VIII and its chi-square evaluation represents 

a test of the hypothesis that those respondents preferring 

green will purchase furnishings in a color other than green, 

The alternative selection in this case could have been made 

for yellow. 

HQ: There is no relationship between a preference for 
green and a purchase choice of a color other than 
green. 

Hj^: There is a relationship between a preference for 
green and a purchase choice of a color other than 
green. 

TABLE VIII 

GREEN PREFERENCE AND OTHER PURCHASE CHOICE 

Purchase Choice 
of Color Pre
ferred in the 
Literature 

(green) 

Purchase Choice 
of Color Other 
than Preferred 
in the Litera
ture 

(yellow) Total 

Preference Pre
ferred in the 
Literature 

(green) 

Preference other 
than preferred in 
the Literature 

(yellow) 

19 (55.9^ 

15 (44.1%) 

Total 34 (100%) 

31 (75.6°/ 

10 (24.4%) 

41 (100%) 

50 

25 

75 
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X.2 = 75(19.10 - 31.15)2 ^ 5671875 = 3 26 
50-25'34-41 1742500 

Ho is not rejected since the derived chi-square value of 

3.26 is less than the critical chi-square value of 3.84. 

Consequently it is concluded that a preference for green is 

not related to a purchase choice of a color other than 

green. 

Blue, Red, or Green Preferences/ 
Other Purchase Choices 

Table IX and its subsequent chi-square evaluation 

represents a composite of Tables VI, VII, and VIII and, 

therefore, tests Secondary Research Hypothesis I as a whole. 

Secondary Research Hypothesis I states that respondents re

porting their most preferred hue the same as that found to 

be preferred in the literature (blue, red, or green) will 

purchase interior furnishings upholstered or finished in a 

hue other than that listed as preferred in the literature. 

HQ: There is no relationship between a preference 
for blue, red, or green and a purchase choice 
of a color other than blue, red, or green. 

H-, : There is a relationship between a preference 
for blue, red, or green and a purchase choice 
of a color other than blue, red, or green. 
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TABLE IX 

BLUE, RED, OR GREEN PREFERENCES 
AND OTHER PURCHASE CHOICES 

PreferencesPre
ferred in the 
Literature 
(blue, red, or 
green) 

Preferences other 
than Preferred in 
the Literatur -
(violet, orange, 
or yellow) 

Purchase Choices 
of Colors Pre
ferred in the 
Literature 

(blue, red, or 
green) 

52 (49.5°/ 

53 (50.5^ 

Purchase Choices 
of Colors Other 
than Preferred 
in the Litera
ture 
(violet, orange, 
or yellow) 

81 (67.5%) 

39 (32.5%) 

Total 

133 

92 

Total 105 (100%) 120 (100%) 225 

^2 ^ 225(52-39 - 81-53)2 ^ 1154300625 = 7 4 

133-92-105-120 154173600 

HQ is rejected since the derived chi-square value of 7.4 is 

greater than the critical chi-square value of 3.84. With 

the rejection of HQ the alternative hypothesis, H^, is ac

cepted. Consequently, one must conclude that there is a 

relationship between a preference for blue, red, or green 

and a purchase choice of a color other than blue, red, or 

green. From direct observation of the data in Table IX, 

ix. can be seen that a greater percentage of respondents 

(67.5%) reported preferences for colors found t:o be pre

ferred in the literature and purchase choices of colors 
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other than those found to be preferred in the literature. 

Therefore, Secondary Research Hypothesis I is accepted. 

Because the direction of dependency moved from preference 

of one color to purchase choice of the other color in each 

of the component tables (Tables VI, VII, and VIII), a sig

nificant relationship was shown to exist when the tables 

were collapsed in Table IX even though independently the 

tendency was not strong enough to prove statistically sig

nificant. 

Pure Color Preference/Modified 
Color Purchase Choice 

Table X and its subsequent chi-square evaluation 

represents a test of Secondary Research Hypothesis II which 

states that respondents reporting pure colors as their most 

preferred colors will purchase interior furnishings up

holstered or finished in modified colors. 

HQ: There is no relationship between a preference 
for pure colors and a purchase choice of 
modified colors. 

H, : There is a relationship between a preference 
for pure colors and a purchase choice of 
modified colors. 
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TABLE X 

PURE COLOR PREFERENCE AND MODIFIED 
COLOR PURCHASE CHOICE 

Purchase Choice Purchase Choice 
of Pure Colors of Modified 

Colors Total 

Preference for 
Pure Colors 27 (79.4%) 29 (70.7%) 56 

Preference for 
Modified Colors 7 (20.6%) 12 (29.3%) 19 

Total 34 (100%) 41 (100%) 75 

X^ = 75(27-12 - 29-7)^ ^ 1098075 ^ .74 
56-19-34-41 1483216 

HQ is not rejected since the derived chi-square value of .74 

is less than the critical chi-square value of 3.84. Conse

quently, it is concluded that a preference for pure colors 

is not related to a purchase choice of modified colors. 

Secondary Research Hypothesis II is, therefore, rejected. 

Large Areas in Light Tints Preference/Large 
Areas in Dark Shades Purchase Choice 

Table XI and its subsequent chi-square evaluation 

represents a test of Secondary Research Hypothesis III 

which states that respondents reporting a preference for 

large areas of color to be in light tints of color will pur

chase large pieces of interior furnishings upholstered or 

finished in dark shades of color. 
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H 

H-

0= There is no relationship between a preference 
for large areas of color to be in light tints 
of color and a purchase choice of large areas 
of color in dark shades. 

There is a relationship between a preference 
for large areas of color to be in light tints 
of color and a purchase choice of large areas 
of color in dark shades. 

TABLE XI 

LARGE AREAS IN LIGHT TINTS PREFERENCE AND LARGE 
AREAS IN DARK SHADES PURCHASE CHOICE 

Purchase Choice 
of Large Areas 
of Color in 
Light Tints 

Purchase Choice 
of Large Areas 
of Color in 
Dark Shades Total 

Preference for 
Large Areas of 
Color in Light 
Tints 

Preference for 
Large Areas of 
Color in Dark 
Shades 

Total 

20 (57.1^ 

15 (42.9% 

35 (100%) 

21 (52.5% 

19 (47.5% 

40 (100%) 

41 

34 

75 

2 ^ 75(20-19 - 21-15)^ = 316875 ^ ^̂ ^ 

41-34-35-40 1951600 

HQ is not rejected since the derived chi-square value of 

.16 is less than the critical chi-square value of 3.84. 

Consequently, it is concluded that a preference for large 

areas of color to be in light tints of color is not related 

to a purchase choice of large areas of color in dark shades 

]q̂ /-.r̂ ndarY Research Hypothesis III is, therefore, rejected. 
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Preferences for Color Combinations Preferred 
in the Literature/Purchase Choices 
of Color Combinations Other Than 
Preferred in the Literature 

Tables XII, XIII, XIV, and XV and their subsequent 

chi-square evaluations represent a test of Secondary Re

search Hypothesis IV. Because this hypothesis deals with 

individual color preferences and purchase choices for three 

separate color combinations (red and blue, blue and green, 

or red and green—those found to be preferred in the litera

ture) , three separate evaluations were made of responses 

to the three individual tests for preference and purchase 

choice. Table XII represents a test of this hypothesis 

with regard to the red and blue color combination; Table 

XIII tests the hypothesis with regard to the blue and green 

color combination; and Table XIV tests the hypothesis with 

regard to the red and green color combination. Table XV 

is a composite of Tables XII, XIII, and XIV and, therefore, 

represents a test of Secondary Research Hypothesis IV as 

a whole. Again, it was possible to collapse these three 

tables since they dealt with the same type of variable. 

Red and Blue Combination Preference/ 
Other Purchase Choice 

Table XII and its chi-square evaluation represents 

a test of the hypothesis that those respondents preferring 

a red and blue color combination will purchase furnishings 

in a color combination other than red and blue. In this 
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case the alternative selection could have been made for a 

yellow and blue combination. 

HQ: There is no relationship between a preference for 
a red and blue color combination and a purchase 
choice of a color combination other than red and 
blue. 

Hj^: There is a relationship between a preference for 
a red and blue color combination and a purchase 
choice of a color combination other than red and 
blue. 

TABLE XII 

RED AND BLUE COMBINATION PREFERENCE AND 
OTHER PURCHASE CHOICE 

Purchase Choice 
of Color Combin
ation Preferred 
in the Litera
ture 

(red and blue) 

Purchase Choice 
of Color Combin
ation Other than 
Preferred in 
the Literature 
(yellow and 
blue) Total 

Preference Pre
ferred in the 
Literature 
(red and blue) 

Preference Other 
than Preferred 
in the Litera
ture (yellow 
and blue) 

Total 

9 (33.3%) 

18 (66.7%) 

27 (100%) 

23 (47. 

25 (52.1^ 

48 (100%) 

32 

43 

75 

X2 = 75(9-25 - 23-18)^ = 2679075 = 1.50 
32-43-27-48 1783296 

H^ is not rejected since the derived chi-square value of 

1.50 is less than the critical chi-square value of 3.84. 
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Consequently, it is concluded that a preference for a red 

and blue color coinbination is not related to a purchase 

choice of a color combination other than red and blue. 

Blue and Green Combination Preference/ 
Other Purchase Choice 

Table XIII and its subsequent chi-square evaluation 

represents a test of the hypothesis that those respondents 

preferring a blue and green color combination will purchase 

furnishings in a color combination other than blue and 

green. The alternative selection in this case could have 

been made for a yellow and green color combination. 

HQ: There is no relationship between a preference 
for a blue and green color combination and 
a purchase choice of a color combination 
other than blue and green. 

Hi : There is a relationship between a preference 
for a blue and green color combination and 
a purchase choice of a color combination 
other than blue and green. 
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TABLE XIII 

BLUE AND GREEN COMBINATION PREFERENCE 
AND OTHER PURCHASE CHOICE 

Purchase Choice 
of Color Com
bination Pre
ferred in the 
Literature 

(blue and green) 

Purchase Choice 
of Color Combin
ation Other than 
Preferred in the 
Literature 
(yellow and 
green) Total 

Preference Pre
ferred in the 
Literature 
(blue and green) 

Preference Other 
than Preferred 
in the Litera
ture (yellow 
and green) 

26 (66.7%) 26 (72.2%) 

13 (33.3%) 10 (27.8^ 

52 

23 

Total 39 (100%) 36 (100%) 75 

X = 75(26.10 - 26.13)^ = 456300 ^ 27 

52-23-39-36 1681576 

Hp. is not rejected since the derived chi-square value of 

.27 is less than the critical chi-square value of 3.84. 

Consequently, it is concluded that a preference for a blue 

and green color combination is not related to a purchase 

choice of a color combination other than blue and green. 

Red and Green Combination Preference/ 
Other Purchase Choice 

Table XIV and its subsequent chi-square evaluation 

represents a test of the hypothesis that those respondents 

preferring a red and green color combination will purchase 
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furnishings in a color combination other than red and 

green. The alternative selection in this case could have 

been made for a yellow and red color combination. 

HQ: There is no relationship between a preference 
for a red and green color combination and a 
purchase choice of a color combination other 
than red and green. 

H-ĵ : There is a relationship between a preference 
for a red and green color combination and a 
purchase choice of a color combination other 
than red and green. 

TABLE XIV 

RED AND GREEN COMBINATION PREFERENCE 
AND OTHER PURCHASE CHOICE 

Purchase Choice 
of Color Com
bination Pre
ferred in the 
Literature 

(red and green) 

Purchase Choice 
of Color Com
bination Other 
than Preferred 
in the Litera
ture (yellow 
and red) Total 

Preference Pre
ferred in the 
Literature 
(red and green) 

Preference Other 
than Preferred 
in the Litera
ture (yellow 
and red) 

Total 

9 (37.5%) 

15 (62.5%) 

24 (100%) 

37 (72.5%) 

14 (27.5^ 

51 (100%) 

46 

29 

75 

y2 ^ 75(9-14 - 37-15)2 ^ 13803075 = 8.45 
46-29-24-51 1632816 

H 
w 

is rejected since the derived chi-square value of 8.45 
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is greater than the critical chi-square value of 3.84. 

With the rejection of HQ the alternative hypothesis, H^, 

is accepted. Consequently, it is concluded that there is 

a relationship between a preference for a red and green 

color combination and a purchase choice of a color combina

tion other than red and green. From direct observation of 

the data in Table XIV, it can be seen that a greater per

centage of respondents (72.5%) reported a preference for 

the color combination preferred in the literature (red and 

green) and a purchase choice for a color combination (yel

low and red) other than preferred in the literature. There

fore, the hypothesis that respondents preferring a red and 

green color combination will purchase furnishings in a color 

combination other than red and green is accepted. 

Red and Blue, Blue and Green, or Red 
and Green Combination Preferences/ 
Other Purchase Choices 

Table XV and its subsequent chi-square evaluation 

represents a composite of Tables XII, XIII, XIV and, there

fore, tests Secondary Research Hypothesis IV as a whole. 

Secondary Research Hypothesis IV states that respondents 

reporting their most preferred color combination the same 

as that found to be preferred in the literature (red and 

blue, blue and green, or red and green) will purchase in

terior furnishings upholstered or finished in a color com

bination other than that listed as preferred in the litera

ture. 
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H 0 

H. 

There is no relationship between a preference 
for red and blue, blue and green, or red and 
green color combinations and a purchase choice 
of a color combination other than red and blue, 
blue and green, or red and green. 

There is a relationship between a preference 
for red and blue, blue and green, or red and 
green color combinations and a purchase choice 
of a color combination other than red and 
blue, blue and green, or red and green. 

TABLE XV 

COLOR COMBINATION PREFERENCES AND 
OTHER PURCHASE CHOICES 

Purchase Choices 
of Color Combina
tions Preferred 
in the Literature 

(red and blue, 
blue and green, 
or red and 
green) 

Purchase Choices 
of Color Combin
ations Other 
than Preferred 
in the Litera
ture (yellow 
and blue, 
yellow and green, 
or yellow and 
red) Total 

Preferences Pre
ferred in the 
Literature (red 
and blue, blue 
and green, or 
red and green) 44 (48.9%) 86 (63.7%) 130 

Preferences 
Other than Pre
ferred in the 
Literature 
(yellow and blue, 
yellow and green, 
or yellow and red) 46 (51.1% 49 (36.3%) 95 

Total 90 (100%) 135 (100%) 225 

:•'.>'• 
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X^ = 225(44-49 - 86-46)2 ^ 729000000 = 4 85 

130-95-90-135 150052500 

HQ is rejected since the derived chi-square value of 4.85 

is greater than the critical chi-square value of 3.84. 

With the rejection of HQ the alternative hypothesis, Ĥ ,̂ 

is accepted. Consequently, one must conclude that there is 

a relationship between a preference for red and blue, blue 

and green, or red and green color combinations and a pur

chase choice of a color combination other than red and blue, 

blue and green, or red and green. From direct observation 

of the data in Table XV, it can be seen that a greater per

centage of respondents (63.7%) reported a preference for 

color combinations found to be preferred in the literature 

and purchase choices of color combinations other than those 

found to be preferred in the literature. Therefore, Second

ary Research Hypothesis IV is accepted. Because the direc

tion of dependency moved from preference of one color com

bination to purchase choice of the other color combination 

in each of the component tables (Table XII, XIII, and XIV), 

a significant relationship was shown to exist when the 

tables were collapsed in Table XV even though independently 

the tendency was not strong enough to prove statistically 

significant. 
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Color Combination with Light Color that is Normally 
Light and Dark Color that is Normally Dark 

Preference/Color Combination with Light 
Color that is Normally Dark and Dark 

Color that is Normally Light 
Purchase Choice 

Table XVI and its subsequent chi-square evaluation 

represents a test of Secondary Research Hypothesis V which 

states that those respondents reporting a preference for 

color combinations consisting of a light variation of a 

color derived from a full color that is normally light and 

a dark variation of color derived from a full color that is 

normally dark will purchase interior furnishings upholstered 

or finished in color combinations consisting of a light 

variation of color derived from a full color that is nor

mally dark and a dark variation of color derived from a 

full color that is normally light. The possible selections 

in this case could have been made for either a light green 

and dark blue color combination or a dark green and light 

blue color combination. 

Hp,: There is no relationship between a preference 
for a combination with a light color that is 
normally light and a dark color that is nor
mally dark and a purchase choice of a combina
tion with a light color that is normally dark 
and a dark color that is normally light. 

H-i : There is a relationship between a preference 
for a combination with a light color that is 
normally light and a dark color that is nor
mally dark and a purchase choice of a combina
tion with a light color that is normally dark 
and a dark color that is normally light. 
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TABLE XVI 

COLOR COMBINATION WITH LIGHT COLOR THAT IS NORMALLY 
LIGHT AND DARK COLOR THAT IS NORMALLY DARK 

PREFERENCE/COLOR COMBINATION WITH LIGHT 
COLOR THAT IS NORMALLY DARK AND DARK 

COLOR THAT IS NORMALLY LIGHT 
PURCHASE CHOICE 

Purchase Choice 
of a Combination 
with Light Color 
that is Normally 
Light and Dark 
Color that is 
Normally Dark 
(light green 
and dark blue) 

Preference for Com
bination with 
Light Color that 
is Normally Light 
and Dark Color that 
is Normally Dark 
(light green and 
dark blue) 

Preference for Com
bination with 
Light Color that 
is Normally Dark 
and Dark Color that 
is Normally Light 
(dark green and 
light blue) 

5 (20.8% 

19 (79.2%) 

Total 24 (100%) 

Purchase Choice 
of a Combination 
with Light Color 
that is Normally 
Dark and Dark 
Color that is 
Normally Light 
(dark green and 
light blue) Total 

25 (49 30 

26 (51.0°/ 

51 (100%) 

45 

75 

X^ = 75(5-26 - 25-19)2 ^ 8926875 ^ ^^^^ 

30-45-24-51 1652400 

H is rejected since the derived chi-square value of 5.40 
"0 

is greater than the critical chi-square value of 3.84. 

With the rejection of HQ the alternative hypothesis, H^, 
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IS accepted. Consequently, one must conclude that there 

IS a relationship between a preference for a combination 

with a light color that is normally light and a dark color 

that is normally dark and a purchase choice of a combination 

with a light color that is normally dark and a dark color 

that is normally light. From direct observation of the data 

in Table XVI, it can be seen that a greater percentage of 

respondents (79.2%) reported a preference for color combina

tions with a light color that is normally dark and a dark 

color that is normally light and a purchase choice of a 

color combination with a light color that is normally light 

and a dark color that is normally dark. Although a relation

ship of preference to purchase choice has been shown to exist, 

the direction of dependency is not as indicated in Secondary 

Research Hypothesis V. Therefore, Secondary Research Hy

pothesis V is rejected. 

One Color Dominated Color Combination Preference/ 
Balanced Color Combination Purchase Choice 

Table XVII and its subsequent chi-square evaluation 

represents a test of Secondary Research Hypothesis VI which 

states that respondents reporting a preference for color 

combinations in which one color dominates the color combina

tion will purchase interior furnishings upholstered or 

finished in a balanced color combination. 

Hi There is no relationship between a preference 
for a color combination in which one color 
dominates the color combination and a purchase 
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choice of a balanced color combination. 

H]^: There is a relationship between a preference 
for a color combination in which one color 
dominates the color combination and a purchase 
choice of a balanced color combination. 

TABLE XVII 

ONE COLOR DOMINATED COLOR COMBINATION PREFERENCE 
AND BALANCED COLOR COMBINATION PURCHASE CHOICE 

Purchase Choice 
of Color Com
bination in 
which One Color 
Dominates 

Purchase Choice 
of a Balanced 
Color Combina
tion 

Preference for 
Color Combina
tion in which 
One Color 
Dominates 

Preference for 
Balanced Color 

9 (39.1% 19 (36.5%) 

X^ = 75(9-33 - 19-14)^ ^ 72075 ^ ^^^ 

28-47-23-52 1573936 

Total 

28 

Combination 

Total 

14 (60.9%) 

23 (100%) 

33 (63.5%) 

52 (100%) 

47 

75 

H^ is not rejected since the derived chi-square value of 

.046 is less than the critical chi-square value of 3.84. 

Consequently, it is concluded that a preference for color 

combinations in which one color dominates the color combina

tion is not related to a purchase choice of a balanced 

color combination. Secondary Research Hypothesis VI is, 

therefore, rejected. 
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Acceptance and Rejection of Hypotheses 

After testing the secondary research hypotheses 

through chi-square analysis with acceptance or rejection 

being at the 0.05 level of significance, it was found that 

two of the six hypotheses were accepted. The accepted hy

potheses were Secondary Research Hypothesis I which states 

that respondents reporting their most preferred hue the 

same as that fo\ind to be preferred in the literature (blue, 

red, or green) will purchase interior furnishings upholstered 

or finished in a hue other than that listed as preferred in 

the literature, and Secondary Research Hypothesis IV which 

states that respondents reporting their most preferred color 

combination the same as that found to be preferred in the 

literature (red and blue, blue and green, or red and green) 

will purchase interior furnishings upholstered or finished 

in a color combination other than that listed as preferred 

in the literature. A possible explanation of why these 

two hypotheses were accepted might be that people generally 

purchase interior furnishings and interior colors in light 

tints and shades. Because the alternative selections 

(violet, orange, and yellow) are much lighter at their full 

values than blue, red, and green at their full values, it 

seems to follow that purchase choices would be made for the 

lighter colors. 

While the chi-square analysis of Secondary Research 

wypothesis V revealed a strong relationship between 
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preference for one type of color combination and purchase 

choice of the other, the relationship did not move in the 

direction as stated in the secondary research hypothesis. 

Therefore, the hypothesis had to be rejected. The existing 

relationship as statistically shown does, however, support 

the primary research hypothesis that people do not purchase 

interior furnishings upholstered or finished in colors they 

indicate they most prefer. Three secondary research hy

potheses (I, IV, and V) therefore, support the primary re

search hypothesis. 

Additionally, it should be noted that in seven tests 

of the secondary research hypotheses the direction of de

pendency moved from preference of one color or color combin

ation to purchase choice of the other color or color com

bination. While this tendency was not strong enough to 

prove statistically significant in all cases, it can be 

speculated that with a larger sample a sound relationship 

may exist. This belief is further substantiated when re

calling that Tables XIV and XV represent a composite of 

Tables VI, VII, and VIII and Tables XII, XIII, and XIV 

respectively. While not all individual tables revealed a 

significant relationship, their composites in both instances 

show a strong relationship, thus allowing Secondary Research 

Hypotheses I and IV to be accepted. 

Of the three hypotheses rejected (Secondary Research 

p^rpotheses II, III, and VI) , two involved purchase choices 
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which have in the past been made for what are generally 

considered to be very practical motivations. Secondary 

Research Hypothesis II deals with pure and modified colors. 

Perhaps because of the current wide exposure to the use of 

pure colors in the day to day environment (in the media, in 

wearing apparel, in interior furnishings, etc.), greater 

acceptance of pure colors in the home has been expressed. 

People no longer seem too cautious to follow their natural 

preference for pure colors when making purchase choices 

for interior furnishings. Secondary Research Hypothesis III 

deals with large areas of color in light tints. In the 

past most housewives have necessarily been very cautious 

about purchasing large pieces of furniture in light tints 

of color. However, with the advent of protective fabric 

finishes and easily cleaned fabrics, the need for such cau

tiousness has been reduced. The respondents tested in this 

study have responded accordingly. Again, they no longer 

fear to follow their natural preference for large areas of 

color to be in light tints of color. 

No speculation has been postulated as to why 

Secondary Research Hypothesis VI was rejected. 

With the proof of only three existing relationships 

(Secondary Research Hypotheses I. IV, and V) , it is diffi

cult to support without qualification the primary research 

liypothesis that people do not purchase interior furnishings 

upholstered or finished in colors they indicate they most 

Drefer. However, the tendency has been shown to exist. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

This study's analysis of color preferences and their 

relation to purchase choices in interior furnishings was 

made by determining absolute color preferences as well as 

purchase choices of interior furnishings made on the basis 

of color. The primary research hypothesis which states that 

people do not purchase interior furnishings upholstered or 

finished in colors they indicate they most prefer was ex

amined by testing the six secondary research hypotheses 

which dealt with specific colors or color combinations. 

The research hypotheses were stated in a manner which in

corporated the theoretical direction of dependency. Through 

a chi-square analysis of 2 X 2 contingency tables devised 

for the six secondary research hypotheses, an intuitive 

base was established to support or reject the primary re

search hypothesis. 

A color preference test (Test I) and a purchase 

choice test (Test II) were developed by this researcher to 

determine if a relationship exists between color prefer

ence and purchase choice of interior furnishings. Colors 

used in both Test I and Test II were those found to be most 

preferred or least preferred in the review of the litera

ture and were specifically selected to correspond to the six 

96 
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secondary research hypotheses. in Test I the seventy-five 

respondents to whom the tests were administered were asked, 

"Which of these colors do you prefer?" In Test II the re

spondents were asked, "In which upholstery fabric would you 

purchase the piece of furniture described to you?" By com

paring the responses to items in Test I with corresponding 

items in Test II, the relationship, if any, of color pref

erence to purchase choice of interior furnishings made on 

the basis of color was then deterroined. Secondary Research 

Hypothesis I was tested by examining the responses to Test I 

Numbers 1, 2, and 3 and Test II Numbers 2, 6, and 8. 

Secondary Research Hypothesis II was tested in Number 4 of 

Test I and Number 4 of Test II. Secondary Research Hypothe

sis III was tested by examining the responses to Test I 

Number 5 and Test II Number 1. Numbers 6, 7, and 8 of Test 

1 and Numbers 5, 10, and 9 of Test II tested Secondary Re

search Hypothesis IV. Test I Number 9 and Test II Number 7 

tested Secondary Research Hypothesis V, and Secondary Re

search Hypothesis VI was tested by examining the responses 

to Test I Number 10 and Test II Number 3. 

A research questionnaire was devised to obtain 

specific demographic information about each of the seventy-

five respondents. The color preferences in Test I and pur

chase choices in Test II were also recorded on the question

naire form. The respondents selected for study encompassed 

a variety of personal characteristics ranging from graduate 
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student to university professor, from secretary to house

wife, from twenty-two to fifty-five years of age, from one 

to eight years of education to over sixteen years of edu

cation, and from $0-$5,000 annual income to over $25,000 

annual income. A broadly based sample was selected for 

study in order to make general inferences for a purchasing 

population at large. The only limitation placed on the 

type of respondent studied was that he theoretically be in 

a situation which would indicate a possible interest in 

making furniture purchases. 

To determine if a relationship existed between 

color preference and purchase choice, statistical evalua

tions were made of the six secondary research hypotheses. 

The chi-square technique was deemed most appropriate as a 

statistical evaluating technique. A probability level of 

0.05 was selected as the boundary line between significant 

and non-significant derived chi-square values. The chi-

square value derived from each contingency table analysis 

was compared to the critical chi-square value of 3.84. If 

the two attributes were related, the direction of dependency 

was next observed from the raw data to determine support 

or rejection of the secondary research hypothesis. 

The six secondary research hypotheses were tested 

by applyi^^^ ̂ ^® chi-square technique to ten separate 2 X 2 

contingency tables. Ten separate tables were prepared 

since two of the six secondary research hypotheses each 
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dealt with three separate variables. 

Secondary Research Hypotheses I, IV, and V were 

found to support the primary research hypothesis that people 

do not purchase interior furnishings upholstered or finished 

in colors they indicate they most prefer. 

Secondary Research Hypotheses II, III, and VI did 

not support the primary research hypothesis. 

Conclusions 

The primary research hypothesis that people do not 

purchase interior furnishings upholstered or finished in 

colors they indicate they most prefer was supported with 

qualification. Secondary Research Hypothesis I and Second

ary Research Hypothesis IV directly supported the primary 

research hypothesis. Secondary Research Hypothesis V also 

supported the primary research hypothesis even though the 

relationship did not move in the direction as stated in the 

secondary research hypothesis. 

It is, therefore, probable (67.5% probability as 

shown in Table XVIII) that people preferring blue, red, or 

green will purchase interior furnishings upholstered or 

finished in colors other than those for which they indi

cated a preference. Table XVIII also shows that people 
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preferring red and blue, blue and green, or red and green 

color combinations will probably (63.7% probability) pur

chase interior furnishings in color combinations other than 

those they indicated they most preferred. Since people 

generally purchase interior furnishings and interior colors 

in light tints and shades and because the alternative se

lections (violet, orange, and yellow) are much lighter at 

their full value than blue, red, and green at their full 

values, it seems to follow that purchase choices would be 

made for the lighter colors. 

Additionally, Table XVIII reveals that people pre

ferring a color combination consisting of a light variation 

of color derived from a full color that is normally dark 

and a dark variation of color derived from a full color that 

is normally light will probably (79.2% probability) purchase 

interior furnishings upholstered or finished in a color 

combination consisting of a light variation of color de

rived from a full color that is normally light and a dark 

variation of color derived from a full color that is nor

mally dark. 

Secondary Research Hypothesis II, III, and VI did 

not support the primary research hypothesis. Table XVIII 

shows that people preferring pure colors will probably 
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(79.4% probability) purchase pure colors in interior fur

nishings. Because of the current wide exposure to the use 

of pure colors in the media, in wearing apparel, and in 

interior furnishings, greater acceptance of pure colors in 

the home has been expressed. People no longer seem too 

cautious to follow their natural preference for pure 

colors when making purchase choices for interior furnish

ings. 

The data in Table XVIII also reveals that people 

preferring large areas of color to be in light tints of 

color will probably (57.1% probability) purchase the same. 

The margin of probability in this case, however, is very 

small. With the advent of protective fabric finishes and 

easily cleaned fabrics, the need for cautiousness when pur

chasing large pieces of furniture in light tints of color 

has been reduced. 

Finally, from the data in Table XVIII it is probable 

(63.5% probability) that people preferring balanced color 

combinations will purchase interior furnishings upholstered 

or finished in balanced color combinations. The margin of 

probability is, however, very small in this case. 

Realizing that in three of the six cases described 

the probability is that people will purchase furnishings 
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TABLE XVIII 

CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES OF PURCHASING COLORS 
OR COLOR COMBINATIONS THE SAME AS THOSE 
PREFERRED OR OTHER THAN THOSE PREFERRED 

Purchase Choice of; 

Blue, Red, or Green 
Violet, Orange or Yellow 

Given the Preference for: 

Blue, Red or 
Green 

49.5% 
67.5% 

Pure Colors 
Modified Colors 

Pure Colors 
79.4% 
70.7% 

Violet, Orange 
or Yellow 

50.5% 
32.5% 

Modified Colors 

20.6% 
29.3% 

Large Areas in Light Tints 
Large Areas in Dark Shades 

Large Areas in 
Light Tints 

57.1% 
52.5% 

Large Areas in 
Dark Shades 

42.9% 
47.5% 

Red & Blue, Blue & Green 
or Red & Green 

Yellow & Blue, Yellow & 
Green, or Yellow & Red 

Red & Blue, 
Blue & Green or 
Red & Green 

48.9% 

63.7% 

Yellow 
Yellow 
Yellow 

& Blue 
& Green or 
& Red 

51.1% 

36.3% 

Comb, with Comb, with Light 
Light Color that Color that is 
is Normally Normally Dark & 
Light & Dark Dark Color that 
Color that is is Normally 
Normally Dark Light 

Comb, with Light Color 
that is Normally Light 
& Dark Color that is 
Normally Dark 

Comb, with Light Color 
that is Normally Dark 
& Dark Color that is 
Normally Light 

20.8% 79.2% 

49.0% 51.0% 

Conib. in which One 
color Dominates 

Balanced Color 
rombination 

Comb, in which 
one Color 
Dominates 

39.1% 

36.5% 

Balanced Color 
Combination 

60.9% 

63.5% 
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in colors or color combinations they most prefer, it is 

difficult to support the primary research hypothesis that 

people do not purchase interior furnishings upholstered or 

finished in colors they indicate they most prefer without 

qualification. This tendency, however, has been shown to 

exist in three of the cases described. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

Because this study surveyed only persons living in 

the Lubbock, Texas area, the research could be expanded to 

encompass other regions of the country. Color preferences 

are known to vary in different regions of the country. 

Taking into account a possible difference of color prefer

ences in other regions of the country, it would be valuable 

to determine if relationships of preference to purchase 

choice exist in the manner in which they have been shown to 

exist in the Lubbock, Texas area. 

Additional testing could also be undertaken in or

der to determine if relationships would exist for specific 

age groups or income ranges as they do for the general 

interior furnishings purchasing population as shown in this 

study. Since this study permitted respondents to visualize 

any style of furniture they wished, further testing could 

]3e made with regard to specific styles of furniture. An 
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analysis could then be made to determine if relationships 

of preference to purchase choice for specific styles exist 

as they were found to exist in this study. 

V 
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